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CHAPTER ONE 

Introdactioa 

Beginning on M[arch 11, 1873, Susan B. Anthony in preparation for her trial for 

voting illegally in Rochester, New York, delivered a speech on "The Equal Right of All 

Citizens to the Ballot" in each of the 29 post office districts of Monroe County. When her 

trial was moved to Ontario County she spoke on "Is It a Crime for A Citizen of the United 

States to Vote?" in 21 of Ontario's post office districts prior to her trial to be held in 

Canandaigua in June 1873. 

She stated the purpose of her speech with clarity and brevity: 

It siJall be my J¥or.k this evening to prove to .;vou tbal in /bus doin& I not on.(v 
committed no 4c.tim~ but instead simp{y eren:i.~ m,v citizens .tig/J~ guacmteed to me 
aod all Uoitecl States citizens b;_v t!Je National C',oosbtuhon beyond t!Je power of a.o.,v 
State to d~v. .I 

Anthony's decision to vote in the presidential election held on November 5. 1872, 

crystallized from two basic elements. First, the Republican party broke promises made at the 

beginning of the Civil War to give political support for woman's suffrage in exchange for 

support for the abolition of slavery. z Second, Francis Minor, a St Louis lawyer, believed that 

women, as "persons," were citizens of the United States and, as such, had the same right to 

vote as the Negro under the recently enacted Fourteenth Amendment 3 Miss Anthony set out 

to test that idea by voting. 

This speech mlarked a pivotal point in the woman's suffrage movement--whether 

women already had the right to vote or whether a constitutional amendment was needed to 

give it It set forth for the consideration of the general public--those who may be called as 

the jury of her peers---the constitutional argument for woman's suffrage based on citizenship. 

In a sense, Anthony 'Was taking her case directly to the people. This could affect the outcome 

of her trial particularly, and the woman's movement generally. 

Considering the importance of the disposition of this triat a study of the rhetorical 

situation and the rht!torical strategies Anthony used in this speech would be valuable. 

Noneilieless, there does not appear to be such a study in the works suiVeyed. either by 

Anthony herself, her biographers or rhetorical critics. 

The Research. Qaestion 

Was Anthony's speech persuasive? If so, what made it persuasive? What effect did it 

have on her audien4~? This study analyzes and evaluates the rhetorical strategies, such as the 

use of credibility, logical and emotional appeals and identification with audience values, 
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used by Anthony in her speech in Monroe and Ontario counties prior to her trial for the 

crime of voting illegally. To determine these strategies and to evaluate her rhetorical 

competence to develop and present them, the following questions and sub-questions were 

posed: 

larly? 

1. What was Anthony:s relationship to the rhetorical issues? 

a) What were her views on women's rights generally and woman's suffrage particu-

b) What part had Anthony had in these issues prior to her arrest? 

c) What was her implicit and specific purpose in speaking?· 

2. What characterized the rhetorical situation? 

a) What condition invited or required Anthony to speak? 

b) How did this condition dictate the purpose, theme, matter and style of Anthony's 

response? 

c) How did Anthony)s discourse engage the audience to become a mediator of 

change? 

3. What rhetorical strategies did Anthony use? 

a) What was Anthony's reputation as a speaker? 

b) Who was the audience Anthony was seeking to influence? 

c) What were their beliefs and attitudes? 

d) How did Anthony identify with these in her speech? 

e) What were the rhetorical problems and how did Anthony deal with them? 

4. How effective were Anthony's rhetorical strategies? 

a) What was the short term effect for her trial? 

b) \Vhat was the long term effect for woman's suffrage? 

DcfiD.itioa of Teras 

The following definitions are offered to clarify terms used in the Research Question: 

Persuasive: 

The extent to which the speaker is able to change the audience's beliefs, attitudes 

and/or actions to conform with the speaker's. 
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Rhetoric: 

The faculty of discovering in a given case the available means of persuasion. 

Rhetorical Situation: 

A natural context of persons, events, objects, relations and an exigence which strongly 

invites utterance. 

Rhetorical Strategies: 

The speaker's creative identification, selection, and combination of rhetorical 

elements that will enable her to deal successfully with the situation facing her. 

Effective: 

The measure of persuasion produced in the audience as a result of the use of 

rhetorical strategies compared with the speaker's intent 

Scope and Limitatioa of the Study 

This study will focus on Anthony's construction of rhetorical strategies in her speech 

in Monroe and Ontario Counties dictated by the rhetorical situation existent subsequent to 

her arrest and prior to her trial for voting illegally. 

The speech text to be examined is that offered by Ida Harper in her book, The Life 

and Work of Susan B. Anthony. It is a well known fact that Anthony spoke extemporane

ously almost exclusively. She once commented, 

I could never t!Jio.K up poin~ iJDd I c.ao -'1 Mite a speeciJ out I must At6ve dd 

t1Udieoce to inspire me. W.Oeo I 3J11 before a ./Jouse illled wit/J people I cao speaK, but 
to &?Ve my life I couldo t wnle a speec.IJ .. 4 

For this reason, the speech text is offered conditionally: it may be incomplete--an 

abridged synopsis--compiled from memory after its delivery. However, it may be that further 

research into her diaries and papers will shed light on the value of this speech text 

Review of Relevaat Research aad Theory 

While there have been many studies of the woman's movement and its participants, 

including Susan B .. Anthony, a suzvey of related research, bibliographies, abstracts and 

studies on Anthony uncovered no study of the rhetorical strategies Anthony used in this 

speech. Bibliographies and abstracts included Dissertaboo Abstracts; 5 Speec.IJ Mooograp~6 

BihliograpiJic Iode:(1 (1937-1987), Bi/Jiiograp/Jic AoouaJ,8 (1970-1973, 1975). Coleman9 did 

a research study on rhetorical proofs used by suffragists and the inventio that dominated 

their oratory. Feld10 found the suffrage phase of the woman's movement to be generally a 
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failure, its minor success "primarily due to the suffragists' ability to adapt to the rhetorical 

situation which confronted them." A study by Sanbonmatsu,11 though not related to 

Anthony's speaking, was helpful in describing Burke's identification strategies. 

Ju.stificatio• of the Study 

The literature sutveyed indicates the need of a study of this nature to properly 

understand the use of rhetorical strategies in a developing class of rhetoricians: women. The 

adoption of these strategies had wide-ranging and long-lasting effects--on the immediate 

audience, the social issues and women as a class. For example, Freedman's12 study of 

American feminism indicates that women's "identification with men's attitudes and values" 

brought about a decline in female separation that impacts on the women's movement today. 

This proposed study, by examining the rhetorical situation and the rhetorical strategies 

adopted by Anthony to respond to it will clearly analyze the seeds that are bearing fruit in 

the contemporary feminist rhetoric. 

Research Desiga 

This study in evaluating this rhetorical transaction will attempt to authenticate the 

speech text, analyze its content and evaluate its effectiveness. 

Authentication: 

The credibility of the speech text will be determined with the following criteria: 

a) Who originated it? 

b) When? 

c) What limitations might it bring to the analysis? 

Analysis: 

Analysis will use both internal and external evidence to discover the three modes of 

proof available to Anthony--ethos, pathos and logos, as defined by Aristotle: 

The first kind resides in the character of the speaker; the second consist in producing 

a certain attitude in the hearer; the third appertain to the argument proper, in so far as it 

actually or seemingly demonstrates. 

The character of the speaker is a cause of persuasion when the speech is so uttered as 
to make him worthy of belief ... 

Secondly, persuasion is effected through the audience, when they are brought by the 

speech into a state of emotion ... 
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Thirdly, persuasion is effected by arguments, when we demonstrate the truth, real or 

apparent, by such means as inhere in particular cases.13 

These will be discovered by answering the following questions: 

a) What image:~ of the speaker did the audience possess? 

b) What imagE~ of herself did the speaker establish within the speech? 

c) What language was used by Anthony to evoke feelings of the audience? 

d) What was )U1thony's purpose in speaking? 

e) What was .A~thony's evaluation of the audience's attitudes and beliefs? 

t) What logical arguments did the speaker use and how were they arranged? 

Having analyz.ed the content of the speech, we can now examine the interaction of 

these components. A<;cording to Kenneth Burke, men strive for unity through identifying 

symbols. He says that shared substance--consubstantiality--constitutes identification and 

identification results in persuasion: 

You persuade a man only insofar as you can talk his language by speech, gesture, 

tonality, order, image:~, attitude, idea, identifying your ways with his.14 

Throughout h1er speech, Anthony sought to identify with the common interests and 

values of her audienc:e, developing a rapport that might result in their accepting her 

proposition. Here we: will seek to discover: 

a) How did Anthony identify woman's suffrage as a means to an end--the patriotic 

expectations of the audience? 

b) How did A..nthony use antithesis to unite her audience with her cause, opposing a 

common enemy? 

c) How did Anthony create unconscious, or subtle, means of identification with her 

audience~ to elimina1te division? 

d) If items a, b, and c above are construed as Anthony's explicit designs for 

identification (means to an end) is it possible to identify subtle or unconscious attempts on 

her part (identification as an end, not a means) to identify with the audience? 

Evaluatio:a: 

After completing the analysis, the effectiveness of the speech will be judged on the 

effects of the discou1rse, both immediate and long term. This will be determined by 

examining the responses of those connected with her trial, the responses of the public at 
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large found in newspapers and the historical record. 

The quality of the discourse--its artistic merits as a rhetorical form--will also be 
evaluated. This will involve looking for signs of permanence and beauty, examining the 

"reality," it creates, whether or not it reinforced values, and how it compared to other 
rhetorical forms of that historical period. 

The worth of the speech--its contribution to social values and consequences for 
human/social interaction will be evaluated by examining the speech's internal and external 

social consistency, the accuracy of its depiction of woman's role and consequences of 
suffrage, woman's suffrage relative importance for society-at-large, and the exploration of 

social consequences, direct and indirect, of woman's suffrage. 

S•aaary 

In brief, it is believed that the study of Susan B. Anthony's speech prior to her trial 

offers the potential of additional knowledge for the area of rhetorical criticism and women 
rhetoricians. Furthermore., because the vital issues of women's rights are still pertinent today 

and the rhetoric of the suffragists helped shaped contemporary feminist rhetoric, this 
proposal suggests a meaningful study. 

The procedures established in the Research Design are historical, analytical and 

critical. While the emphasis is on the analytical, the examination of the strategies Anthony 

used will place the speech firmly in its historical and social context Finally, the critical 

aspects will examine the effectiveness of Anthony and her speech. 
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The American woman's movement was a germinating seed of discontent in the late 
1700's. Abigail Adams wrote her husband, John Adams, a few weeks before the adoption of 

the Declaration of Independence, urging him to recogn:i2:e the rights of women in a new 

Code of Laws. But he reflected the thinking of the other established social institutions: he 

was oblivious and/or insensitive to the conditions the movement would address. Few took 

woman's problems or the movement leaders seriously. 

The voices noting the disparity between male and female freedoms and privileges 

were soft, usually female, limited and ignored or immediately castigated. Women fought for 

the right to speak at all in the assemblies of social organizations. Women did not start out as 

suffragists. Originally, they were working inside other soc~ial movements and slammed into 

the gender restrictions that limited their involvement 

Status of Woae:a. 

Mary Wollstonecroft voiced concern for the education of women in 1790: "I insist 

that not only the virtues but the knowledge of the two se~res should be the same, in nature if 
not in degree."l Horace Walpole called her a "hyena in ]petticoats.''2 When Emma Willard's 

Female Seminary was established in 1821 at Troy, Ne'\V "'J: ork, it was in keeping with society's 
role for women: she was cultivated but basically uneducated due to a watered down 
curricula. 3 

Furthermore, women had virtually no legal rights. She could not sue, neither be sued; 
she could not be a witness in a court of law, even in her own defense. They and everything 

they had--including their children--belonged to their husbands. Legal phrases reflecting this 
reality were, "The wife is dead in law," or "Husband and wife are one, and that one the 

husband."4 If marrie~ an "old maid," they became depeJJtdent on their nearest male relative 
and served as a slave-of -sorts for their keep. In the mid-1.800s 

spinoio& and Jve.awn& maldog t!Je butrer and c.IJe't!S4 blittiog aod sewio& Jvor.iiog by 
day and oig/1~ pla.o.oiog a.od economizio& to edut:ate tiJe boys of tiJe family. T.IJIIS 
girls toiled so Joog as t.IJey remmoed liOder t.IJe lttme .roo.( t!Jelr services belonp:Ug to 
tiJe fat/Jer by Jaw and D.,v ci/Sto.m. Aoy bod of a c;jr.tf!er for a Jvoman JYas a tiJiog 
110dreamed oL .... 
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Women ougot worx like galley slaves for t!Jeir own re/ativ~ receifling ooly t/Jeir 
bo;ur/ aod clotlJ~ aod .IJo/d t!Jeir social position io t!Je COJill1liJ.lJity; hut t!Je moment 
t.IJey stepped outside tile nome a.od became wage-came~ t.IJus secrmog peciUlia..ty 
indepeoduce, t/Jey lost caste 8./Jd we.re .rigidly ham:d out from t!Je quilting~ t!Je 
apple-pano~ aod all t!Je society f101ctio.os of t!Je oe.tg/Jhor.IJood5 

Even the church taught that women was the origin of sin and suffering and should be 

kept under man's charge. Only the Quakers gave women equality with men in church 

management Here, women could even speak with authority as ministers. 

However, while progress was being make in the area of education and occasionally 

under law, female suffrage was never considered to be of high priority--not until1848. 

Leaden in the Wom.a:a's Moveaeat 

The early stages of the woman's rights movement had produced leaders who could 

define and visualize the problems and solutions both to society and movement members. 

Lucy Stone, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Susan B. Anthony were early leaders to be 

followed later by equally bright, committed and effective leaders. Elizabeth Cady Stanton 

realized the multitude of needed changes in social, civil and religious arenas all hinged on 

one fundamental issue--the right to vote. The women believed they had only to publicize 

their right to vote and called the Woman's Rights Convention in 1848 at Seneca Falls, New 

York, to present the Declaration of Woman's Rights .. This Declaration was a formal protest 

to being excluded from the floor of the World Anti-Slavery Convention held in London a 

year earlier. The first National Woman's Rights Convention was held in October er, 1850 at 

Worchester, Massachusetts. 

These conventions triggered the conflict between social institutions and woman's 

rights supporters. Having won the right to speak publically, women began to pursue 

jenthusiastically the right to vote. 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, a charming, witty and versatile leader in the woman's rights 

movement, grew up in a well-to-do family and learned law by listening to her father counsel 

clients .. An able debater, she was quick and effective. It was she who organized the first 

demand for woman suffrage at the Convention in 1848. Anthony described Stanton as the 

philosopher and rhetorician of the woman's movement, since she developed the rationale of 

the suffrage argument 6 Anthony was the organizer and prime 

"oo.the return scout who went out to see what was goi on ur the e emy's camp ... retuming 

with maps and observations to plan the mode of a ck. .. ''7 

Anthony, unmarried, physically robust and intensely committed, was responsible for 

raising the public consciousness by challenging the church, conducting crusades, testing the 
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laws, and publicizing the issues connected with women's rights. 

Susan was born on February 15, 1820, the second of six children of Daniel and Lucy 

Anthony in Adams, Massachusetts. Her Quaker parents raised her with the doctrines of the 

Society of Friends that emphasized equality of the sexes and encouraged female participa

tion in spiritual and temporal matters. A precocious child, she learned to read at four and 

later demanded to be taught long division, a subject thought unnecessary for girls. 8 In the 

early 1840s the Anthony family left cotton manufacturing in Massachusetts to move to a 

farm near Rochester, New York, and Susan took jobs as teacher and principal to help the 

family recover from a financial crisis. An outspoken resident of Rochester, Susan became 

actively involved in the social issues of the day, such as teacher's pay, capital punishment and 

abolition conventions. 

The historical records demonstrate that she was selfless, persevering in spite of great 

personal cost--she travelled and lectured extensively under physically punishing conditions, 

and dedicated to the cause of woman suffrage what meager personal funds she was able to 

gamer. Intensely interested in other women's problems,she incorporated their struggles in 

her writing and speeches, demonstrating how inequality and discrimination had victimized 

them. This usually provoked strong responses in her audience. She was called a battle-axe, 

blunt and convincing. She was hailed as "The Invincible. "9 

Lucy Stone, when compared to Susan Anthony, might appear to be without vision. 

This would deny her greatest asset as a leader: her ability to structure and present her 

organization to appeal to women in many different circumstances. While her American 

Woman's Suffrage was more oonsetvative when compared to Anthony's National Wo'man's 

Suffrage Association, this enabled it to take on mass proportions. 

Time and again women bad been refused the right to speak publically--in the 

presence of men--in the churc~ anti-slavery societies, temperance societies and teacher 

conventions. The last is particularly galling since they made up the majority of teacher 

population. One such incident reveals Anthony's two great strengths: courage to confront the 

social prejudice women experienced and a razor-sharp wit and logic. At a Teacher 

Convention in Rochester, New York, in 1853, male teachers were discussing the lack of 

respect for teachers as compared to lawyers, doctors and ministers. Anthony, after lengthy 

parlimentary procedure and debate, received permission to address the subject She said, 

It seems to me you fml to comp.ro.IJeod t!Je cause of t.!Je disrespect ofw.IJic.IJ .rou 
c.omplaio. Do ,.,vou not see t.!Jat so long as sociel)r ~w Jvomao .IJas not brains eooug/J to 
be a doctor; lawyer; or minister; but .IJas plenty to be a teac.IJe.t; e~ mao of you w.bo 
coodesce.ods to te.ac.IJ tat..·itly admits befom all .ISrael a.od t!Je SliD t!Jat iJe iJas no more 
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b.Ja.ios t.IJao a woma.oJ.IO 

Nevertheless, women who did so, says Frances Hosford, "were outside ... 'woman's 

sphere.' The religious called it unscriptural for a woman, the cultured thought it unseemly, 

the cynical found in it material fozt:/thefr ' erest sneers, the evil-minded felt free to make a 
woman orator the target of vul~ty."11 

' oeu oa Suffrage 

When the declaration to seek franchise was made at the Seneca Falls Woman's Rights 

Convention held in July, 1848, Stanton's good friend and fellow W?J: r 1 :woman's rights, 
Lucy Stone, said, "Thou will make us ridiculous. We must go slo ly. "12 N ertheless, the 
Declaration of Sentiments which, based on the Declaration of Ind ence of the United 

States, insisted on the rights and privileges belonging to them as citizens of the United 
States. Still, while the movement wasn't taken seriously, they had succeeded in gaining the 

attention the movement needed to begin effecting change. Following the Convention, one 
New York paper reported: "This bolt is the most shocking and unnatural incident ever 

recorded in the history of humanity ... ", predicting it would ''degrade from their high sphere 
and noble destiny women of all respectable and useful classes, and prove a monstrous injury 
to all mankind. "13 

There was progress in achieving women's rights if not suffrage. By 1855 Stanton and 
Anthony had won hearings before the New York and Massachusetts legislatures to promote 

women's property, labor and estate rights .. In 1860, a bill providing women the right to sue in 

court, collect their own wages and protect their inheritance was passed in New York state .. 

During the Civil War, women's issues took a back seat to the abolition of slavery. 

Over Anthony's objections, the women leaders agreed to forego working for woman suffrage 
in favor of war work. Future abolitionist support for women's issues was secured. 

Women organizers believed there were basically three approaches to gain female 
suffrage~ 

First, since the voting qualifications were left to the individual states, suffragists 

travelled the length and breadth of the United States seeking support for individual state 
enfranchisement for women. This did not bring much success. In 1877, Anthony said, ''We 

have puttered with State rights for thirty years, without a foothold except in the territories .. "14 

Second, women supported the abolition of slavery through "this one, sacred, 
constitution right of petition, "15 collecting nearly 400,000 signatures to petitions calling for 

the amendment that would abolish slavery& When the Thirteenth Amendment was passed 
emancipating the slaves, it did not guarantee their legal rights. Women hoped to link their 
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cause to the black freedmen in seeking universal suffrage~ based on natural rights. 

However, when the Civil War ended, anti-slavexy leaders determined that attaching 

women's rights to Negro suffrage would hinder their ability to win, they withdrew their 

promised support The passage of the Fourteenth Amendlment in 1868 represented a 

fundamental change in voting qualifications, Because voter qualifications had been left 

entirely to the states, an amendment to the federal constitution regarding voting qualifica

tions could include women. However, this was not to be the case. The Fourteenth Amend

ment introduced the word "male" into the constitution for the first time, a serious blow to 

efforts for woman suffrage. Many felt the Fourteenth Anilendment strengthened the exclusion 

of women from the vote. However, Francis Minor, a leading attorney in St Louis, Missouri~ 

argued in October, 1869, that the Fourteenth Amendment that enfranchised black men had 

performed a like service for women. His argument, fram,ed in a resolution adopted by the 

National Association read as follows: 

Wliereas.. All pe.ISOns born or nalllraiized in tile United Smtes. aod subject to tile 
junsdicbon thereof; are citizens of the United States and of tlJe State w/Jere.in tiley 
reside.,· tlle.refore be it 

Resolve¢, 1. T!Jat tile immiJOities and pnv.ileges of Ameneao citizens.luP, ilowever 
defined, are national in c.iJaracter and paramoll11t to all State autbonly; 

2 'IJJat Jv.IJile tiJe Constitlllioo of the United Sl3les leaves tile qualification of electors 
to tile seve.m/ Sat~ it nowiJem gives t!Jem tlJe RJ.IWa.rri ngot to depnve an_,v citizen of 
tiJe elechve 1Taociu'Se zviuc.iJ is po.s.res.ret1 b_,v any otller citizen - to regulate not 
including tlJe nifiJt to p.roJJihit; 

3. T.!Ja(. as t!Je Consblutioo of tiJe United States expressly declares tilat no Sute s.IJa/1 
ma.Ke or enforce 3.11Y Jaws tllat siJa/1 ab.tidge tile )'J.n'vileges or immiJ.llities of citizens of 
tile United States t!Jase p.ro'Visioos of tile State consblubons w.IJiciJ erclude women 
fivm tiJe ITaocln'Se' on accoii.Ot of sex are violations alike of tiJe spirit and Jener of tlJe 
Fedentl Consbmtioo.; 

4. lJJa(. as tlJe subject of naturaiizabon .1s erpress~v witiJ!Jeld livm tile States.. ;md as 
tile ~'"'fates clearly !Jave no ngilt to dep.tive of t/Je fi;mc.lnse naturalized citizens.. ;llllong 
wllom women are expressly induded sbllmore cle.ar~v iJave tlJ~v no ng!Jt to depnve 
native bom women citizens of t!Je lianciu:SeJ6 

Others around the country had made a similar interpretation of the Fourteenth 

Amendment, including Victoria Woodhull who promot~ed this argument before the House 

Judiciary Committee. Anthony endorsed this interpretation and encouraged women to vote 

in the upcoming presidential election. 

Woman's rights advocates fought to include sex ,as well as race., color or previous 
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condition of servitude in the Fifteenth Amendment, but this too met with failure. Coleman 

notes that the rationale of men to keep women out of politics was based on the idea that 

"women were not meant to yield to the evil and violence of politics. The honor of woman 

existed in beauty, not in fighting evil."17 The conservative cultural milieu, stirred by rapid 

demographic and economic change, sought to preserve "woman's place" in the home with the 

children; suffrage was perceived as a threat Women were to be subordinate: "Women are 

inferior to men in intellect because women are not self-educated as men have been. Women 

are taught to be inferior by Christian teachings. To be equal would go against these 

teachings. "18 

After Republican support faded in 1866, Anthony and Stanton, in order to take 

advantage of every political opportunity, allied with the campaign of Democrat George 

Train. This was accomplished without consulting the women's rights central committee of 

which Lucy Stone was head. The quarrel revealed a difference in philosophy and resulted in 

splitting the organization. Susan Anthony formed the National Woman Suffrage Association 

and Lucy Stone founded the American Woman's Suffrage Association. Stone and her 

associates were pursuing suffrage state-by-state and did not buck social convention, 

preferring instead to "work within the framework of gentili coope "ng politically with 

their friends among the Radical Republicans in Massachuse ."19 

Anthony and Stanton, on the other hand, were willing to attack the political and 

cultural ideolo~ head-on, forming alliances with any person or group who supported the 

cause of woman suffrage. Their efforts focused on the national level: holding annual 

conventions in Washington expressly to influence congressmen, appearing regularly before 

congress· l committees, then having the hearings printed and disseminated at government 

expe e.ZO I November, 1872, Susan B., Anthony urged women to test whether or not the 

right e under the Fourteenth Amendment was a "privilege and immunity" a state could 

not abridge. About 150 women in ten states and the District of Columbia did so. Anthony 

was arrested, tried, convicted and fined $100. Denied suffrage under law, the third approach 

would be sought: an amendment to the federal constitution. 

For the next twenty years, Stanton, Anthony and Stone worked to gain suffrage. The 

returns were small when compared to the expenditure of time, money and energy. By 1896~ 
only four states, Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho and Utah, had given women the right to vote. 

Stanton and Anthony retired from the cause and a new set of leaders took the helm of 

movement 
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CHAPTER THRiffi 

The Rhetorical Criteria 

By the time the speech under study was delivered, women had fought and conquered 

many of the traditional barriers that had kept them front social progress. The right to speak 

publically on subjects which concerned them--marriage, sex, divorce, equal protection under 

the law, education--was no longer questioned. Men and women flocked to hear both popular 

and unknown speakers address the suffrage question. Just how effective Susan B. Anthony's 

persuasive methods were in the "Constitutional Argum<:~nt" can be evaluated by using several 

devices. First, Aristotle's criteria will be used to examine Anthony's use of ethos, pathos and 

logos. Second, an outline of nineteenth century rhetorical standards will be made, presuming 

these would have influenced her and those she obsetved. and learned from. Third, modern 

rhetorical theory will also be applied in order to give as: complete an analysis as is possible. 

Aristotelian Rhetoric 

Golden, et aL state that Aristotle's views on rhetoric were so comprehensive and 

fundamental that it is no exaggeration to say that his treatise on the subject is the most 

important single work on persuasion ever written. I 

A trained. field biologist, Aristotle attempted to ·place rhetoric on a scientific basis, 

much as he had done with law, political science, ethics and drama, by observing and 

classifying data for the use of others. He said everyone 111ses both dialectic and rhetoric: 

" ... all make some attempt to sift or to support theses, and to defend or attack persons."2 

Aristotle defined rhetoric as " ... the faculty of discovering in the particular case what are the 

available means of persuasion."3 Its function is not persuasion--to effect outward success

-but to aid discovery. The rhetor seeks the appropriate m.ethod and genuine means that may 

produce persuasion .. This, too, is the job of the rhetorical} critic--the examination of a speech 

to discover the means the speaker used to effect a measure of success. In Aristotle's opinion, 

rhetoric had four uses: 

1. To uphold truth and justice and prevent the triumph of their opposites; 

2. To insturct in a way suitable to the ordinary listener; 

3. To consider both sides of a case; 

4. To enable one to defend himself. 4 

Proofs 

The rhetor could use two forms of proofs. Artisti.c proofs are those proofs created 
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the speaker. Nonartistic proofs are those already existing independently of the speaker, such 

as documents and depositions already on hand.5 

The artistic proofs were divided into three areas. Inese were (1) logical arguments 

which demonstrate truth or apparent truth (logo$}, (2) those which draw their effectiveness 

from the believability of the speaker ( etiJas), and (3) those designed to arouse andior sway 

the audience's emotions (patiJoS). 

Methods of Proof 

Logos 

The Rhetoric was written in part to balance the n4eglect Aristotle felt existed in all 

previous handbooks on rhetoric. They focused on generating an emotional response in the 

audience through the heavy use of inartistic proofs, and neglected to give attention to the 

most important ingredient of a speech--the logical materials. He said, 

delioe the proper content.uare dwelling upon im~leva.ot maue~ for their roles ./Jave 
to do simply a.od solely. witi.J t!Je p.roduction ofa certain mental atlitude in tile judge. 
T.IJese aut/Jon tell us not!Jing about artL'rlic prooi.'$-- notiJ.iog. t/Jat is. "tbout t!Je w~v in 
wlut.il one is to become a master of t!Je eoti.Jyme111e.. 6 

The enthymeme is the heart of Aristotle's logical proof. It is the means by which the 

speaker appeals to his audience's reason or understanding. McBurney states that the 

entymeme has the same relationship to rhetoric that the syllogism has to logic: both begin 

with a general premise and proceed to a particular case, usually in three steps consisting of a 

major premise, a minor premise and a conclusion.? They differ in their degree of certainty 

because of the sources from which they draw their premises. The sources of the enthymeme 

are human affairs, and therefore, allow for less certainty than the syllogism which is 

concerned with demonstrable scientific truth. This significant difference is noted by Everett 

Lee Hunt to stress the fact that one or even two parts of the enthymeme could be omitted 

during the speech because they already existed in the mind of the listener: 

T!Je e.11t!Jymeme was a r.IJetonCal syllogis~.; t!Jat i.'r a syllogism drawn.. not livm 
uo1~'ersal pnociples belonging to "t particular S£-'l;eD£-"4 but .from probabilities in tile 
sp.IJe.rr: of .IJIUilao .affai'.fs.8 

Aristotle himself said, " .. .if one of the premises is a matter of common knowledge, 

the speaker need not mention it, since the hearer will himself supply the link."9 This, he says, 
simplifies the process. 

The materials from which enthymeme:; can be drawn are probabilities, signs and 

examples. A probability is a proposition that is generally true and involves a cause factor~ 
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the argument attempts to assign a cause or a reason for the being of a fact Signs are 

indications of something else--not its cause or reason for happening--merely that something 

has happened, is happening or will happen.lO An infallible sign means the two things 

invariably accompany each other exclusively. The assuDJtption can be scientifically verified. A 

fallible sign is one in which the exclusivity and invariability of the sign are not assured. They 

are refutable. While open to challenge, the fallible sign. becomes a persuasive power when 

the rhetor accumulates large numbers of them. 

Examples are things of the same genus used to illustrate an argument A generaliza

tion is arrived at inductively by observing a series of particulars. The validity and truth of the 

generalization will be in direct proportion to the numb1er of particulars studied--greater 

reliability comes with greater numbers. Like the fallible~ sign, the example is refutable 

because it involves an "inductive leap" from verifiable phenomena to a generalization. 

Obviously, the speaker must totally comprehend the subject in order to know the 

sources or places from which to draw arguments--the Uiliversal topo.i Universal topics are 

general, broad sources, "common to all branches of knowledge,"11 such as possible and 

impossible, past fact future fact and size. These general lines of arguments can be used in 

the development of any subject, However, in order to choose a line of argument especially 

suited to his/her purpose and able to illustrate and strengthen the argument, the speaker will 

draw from special topics. 

The particular tO poi or special topics pertain to "particular branches of knowledge" 

providing the speaker with "thorough insight into a spec~ific problem,"12 and a "method of 

reasoning."13 rather than a material proposition. The speaker must then discover valid lines 

of arguments--Aristotle lists 28 of them: 

opposites altered choices inward thoughts~ outward show 

inflections meeting slander identical results and antecedents 

correlative terms conflicting facts incredible occurrences 

more and less proportional results attributed motives 

part to whole course of action incentives and deterrents 

time previous mistake meaning of names 

induction ambiguous terms simple consequences 

cause to effect existing decisions criss-cross consequences 

turning the tables actions compared division and definition14 
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The speaker combines the universal with the particular forming a strong, persuasive 
argument Corbett says: 

T!Je value of the special topics in the c.ompos.ition process is t.bat once t.be student iNJ.'S 

dete.noined w.IJic.IJ of t.be tiJ.ree l:iods of roeton'ca.l discomse ne is committed tq ne 
blows iJllOJediate.(r woat Jus gene&Ji objective 1s ,/JBd also tile more or less special 
kinds oflJrgliDlenls t!Jat .IJe mi/St pu.rsue to attain tllat objecbi-'e. .. ile JJ7ll more readiJ._v 
detect wiJic.IJ of t!Je common topics aod JY.IJat specialized blow/edge are pertinent 3.0ci 
tllerefo.re especiall,v 1/Selid 1.5 

The combination of the universal and special topoi accomplishes more than the 

development of a persuasive argument It strengthens the perceived character of the speaker 

and arouses the emotions of the hearer. 

Ethos 

Aristotle's Rhetoric did not neglect the importance of establishing the speaker's 

credibility. In fact, he said that a speaker~s character is the most potent means of persua

sion.16 Because the enthymeme is built on probability, the argument will fall on deaf ears--it 

will not be persuasive no matter how logical, if the audience responds unfavorably to the 

speaker's character. 

lJJe c.IJancter of t!Je speaKer Is a cause of persuasion w.IJen t!Je speec}J Js so utte.red ''IS 

to maKe iJim wort!Jy of belief; for ~'IS a rule we lrilst men of probity more, ~:1nd more 
qu.ic.ldy, abo111 tln:O!JS in general; w.lnle on poJols outside tiJe .realm of er.act 
laJowledg4 wiJere opJ:O.ioo Is divided, Jve trust them absolute.(,v.l? 

This credibility or integrity, is generated by the speech itself. The discourse itself is 

able to establish or destroy a previously established reputation. Anything which reveal-s the 

speaker's good character is the ethos of the speaker, the ethical proof. How is the speaker 

deemed credible by his/her speech? First a speaker must possess good sense, high moral 

character and good will toward others in order to create discourse reflecting these qualities:. 

Beyond that, and more specifically, the speaker, through the discourse as a whole, must 

exhibit: 

-a broad and deep knowledge of the subject the situation and demonstrate good taste 

and discriminating judgment: 

-an abhorrence of unscrupulous tactics or fallacious arguments and identification 

with commonly held virtues; 

-a sincere interest in the welfare of others, even at the expense of self; 

-attention to the specific needs of the audience such as period of life or condition of 

life.18 Furthermore, the speaker may make a deliberate effort to establish his/her credibility 
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by favorably noting personal experiences that create positive impressions. 

Pathos 

Aristotle, while criticising the earlier rlftorical handbooks for their singular focus on 

the emotions, did not dismiss the importance of appealing to the emotions. He recognized 

that a listener is affected by appeals to the emotions. In fact, Aristotle says it is the job of the 

speaker to know how to bring the audience to a particular emotional state because decisions 

vary with different emotions.19 In Book II, Chapters 2-17 of T.IJe R!Jetonl; he analyzes 

common emotions in pairs of opposites (anger/meekness, love/hate, etc.,) to discover their 

nature, object (who generates these emotions) and exciting causes in order that a speaker 

may arouse emotion in others. This appeal to emotion is patltosor emotional proofs. 

Emotions are not under the direct control of the will; however, the intellect, reason 

and memory are. Corbett concludes that the emotions are aroused indirectly--by contemplat

ing something that stirs a particular emotion~ zo One seeks to arouse anger by describing a 

person or situation that will make the listener angry. The purpose, Aristotle says, is to put 

the audience in an emotional state that will drive them to see circumstances from the 

speaker's frame of reference: '' ... bring the judges into the state of those who are irascible [so 

that they shall be unfavorable to one's adversary] ... "21 

Emotion is stirred by description--word-painting that uses sensory, specific detail, 

dramatizing an image to increase emotional impact To excite the pain and desire for 

revenge that typifies anger, the speaker would describe in vivid terms a situation where the 

audience identifies with an "obvious unjustified slight with respect to the individual or his 

friends", when such a slighting is improper.22 Speakers also use emotion-laden words, 

respectful or disparaging ~erms, to stir an emotional response in the audience. This need not 

be on a calculating or manipulative level, but can flow from the unconscious. instinctive 

knowledge from which emotional appeals are drawn. 

This establishes the basic Aristotelian principles of rhetoric which will be used in 

studying Susan B$ Anthony's "Constitutional Argument" However, there are other rhetorical 

perspectives that will add to the analysis~ Both those philosophies of rhetoric that were 

available during the nineteenth century and which may have influenced Anthony, as well as 

the modem approaches growing out of those studies. justify an examination. 

Nineteenth Century Rhetorical Approaches 

Much of the nineteenth centu:ry thought on rhetoric had its roots in classical 

rhetorical theoty. Nevertheless, through the challenges of Hugh Blair, George Campbell and 

Richard Whately, rhetoric had changed in scope and/or emphasis. It is possible that Susan B. 
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Anthony, or those she emulated and imitated. were aware of these works. Therefore, a brief 

examination of each is made. 

Hugh Blair., Neoclassicism. and Belles Letttes 

Blair, after retiring from the University of Edinburgh in 1783, published his Lectures 

on Rl.tetonc and Belles Lettres. These iectures--47 in all--dealt with criticism, taste, genius, 

language, style, eloquence and literary themes. They were extremely popular: by 1835 there 

were at least fifty editions and his book was one of the most widely used texts in England 

and America This popularity resulted from the clear and systematic organization of ideas 

and the elementary level on which they were presented. Blair was careful to define terms and 

supply whatever a student with no previous training in rhetoric might need. While 

recognizing the value of studying Aristotle, Cicero and Quintilian, Blair innovated several 

key principles of rhetoric and criticism. 

First, Blair defined rhetoric in terms of its end: 

Whenever a mao spea.Ks or wnt~ l!e is supposed. as a rahooal beiog. to nave some 
end in view--either to iofol1l1 or to amuse or to penuade or in some w-:~v or other to 
;Jet upon .IJis fellow crealll.res. He wiJo spea.Ks or r.vntes in siJciJ a manner as to adapt 
iJis words most effectual.(v to tiJat end is t!Je most eloquent man.2l 

In order to frame discourse to achieve a specific end, the speaker must develop 

efficient invention skills. The Aristotelian topics, he felt, would be of little help to a speaker 

because "knowledge and science must furnish the materials hat form the body and substance 

of any valuable composition. "24 Persuasive speaking is accomplished by concentrating on 

subjec~ and arranging the arguments that this invention discovers. 

Blair used terms from eighteenth century logic to describe the ways in which 

arguments are formulated.25 Classical rhetoric directed that arguments are formed by 

induction-- disputable facts adduced one after another leading to a related but disputable 

conclusion, and deduction--a major premise and a minor premise laid down and a 

conclusion drawn from that Blair renamed them analysis and synthesis: 

Two different melilods ma_,v be used !J._v On ton in tiJe conduct of their .nwsoniog: t!Je 
terms of art for wi.J.iclJ 3fe, tiJe Aoa.(vtic, and t!Je ~vot/Jehc met.IJod T.!Je Aoaiyb'c is. 
wl.Jen t/Je Orator £-Voce3is .!Jis iotenhoo concerning t!Je poio£ ile i~l to prove. all iJe 
g.mdually broug/Jt ois /Jeare.IY to t/Je desiiJiled conclusion. Tlu;v are Jed on step f?_v 
sleft .from one blown trutiJ to anot/Jer; hll t!Je conclusion be stolen upon tiJem. as 
.nalllr:Jl consequence of a c.!Jaio of proposioons. .. Jllis is mu"il tile same Jv.itiJ the 
Socnbc met1Jo4 b.r Jviu'c.IJ t.!Jat P.!Jilosop.!Jer silenced t!Je ~)opl!ists ofilis age. .. But 
t.!Jere ;ue f'er.v subjects that Will admit tins metiJod, aDd not m3.0_,v occasions on wlu'c.IJ 
is proper to be emplo,ved. T!Je mode of reasoning most geoe.r;li{v used. ,c'J.Od ou>St 
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suited to tile hil>JD of Popular Spea.Kio& is wiJat is called S}otlJetit;· JviJeo tiJe point to 
be proved is fair{v laid down. 3.11d one ;ngument after anot!Jer is made to be;u upon 
~~ bll t/Je oeare.rs be ful{v convinced. 26 

Genius is definc~d by Blair as unusual inventive and creative powers, a greater 

capacity to analyze a particular problem. Taste, however, he defined as "the power of 

receiving pleasure fron1 the beauties of nature and of art. .. a faculty common in some degree 

to all men."27 It could be developed and refined by exercise--studying "most approved 

models, study of the be~t authors, comparisons of lower and higher degrees of the same 

be(auties."28 This is so because taste works in concert with reason--we are able to compare to 

a standard and determine accuracy. Blair described a standard as that which has such 

authority it becomes tbe test for similar things; it is borne out with the general sentiments of 

others. Additionally, tl:ris is confirmed by the passage of time.29 The move to relate 

communication theory to the basic nature of man was also addressed by George Campbell. 

G.eorge Campbell: The .Philosophy of Rhetoric 

Campbell is a prime example of the exercise of taste. He immersed himself in the 

classics, studying Aristotle, Cicero and Quintilian. Observing the paucity of modern 

advancement, he noted that there had been little or no improvement over the ancients in the 

area of traditional rhetorical materials.JO 

Campbell's primary interest was in the relationship between the art of rhetoric and 

the science of human nature. l-Ie presents rhetoric in four stages: the first three stages consist 

of those practical rules, procedures and scientific investigations necessary to perfect a 

rhetorical discourse. Tne fourth and ultimate stage is the philosophy of rhetoric--viewing 

rhetoric as a new "'sci•ence," a science of human nature. 

He strove to incorporate social and behavioral scientific finds with classical precepts 

in order to present rhetoric as a developing, dynamic process$ He did not limit rhetoric to 

persuasion as was taught by the ancients, but was concerned with the psychology of the 

audience. Knowledge of human nature results from exploring the human mind. Knowledge 

of the human mind helps us understand how rhetoric functions to inform, entertain and/or 

persuade. Also, by studying rhetorical data, Campbell aimed to learn more about human 

nature. 

In Book I of the Plolosopoy oiR/Jeton!: he outlines a four- step process that is based 

on the laws of association, sympathy, moral reasoning and common sense. Associations are 

perceptions of sensations, memories and imaginations. These associations are governed by 

resemblance (similar to other ideas), contiguity (closely associated in time and space) and 

causation (ideas rela1ted as causes and effects). The mind can extend to a new idea because 
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of its association with a possessed idea. 

Sympathy is important to the rhetorical process because it is "one main engine by 

which the orator operates on the passions."31 It "attacheth us to the concerns of others."32 It 

is feeling, not reason, that ultimately dictates behavior. 

Moral reasoning while not dictating conduct, is a guide to aid in discovering 

means--" ... actual though perhaps variable connex:ions subsisting among things.:'33 Mora! 

evidence rests not on absolute certainty, but above possibility and probability: 

... tlJere are certain pnoe,7ples io woicil we must acquiesce. 3.11d be_,vood wilicil we 
cannot go--pnociples clear{v discernible by tiJeir oJvniig/1(, rvluc.IJ C3B den·ve no 
additional ev.ideoce from ao,v tluog besides..J4 

Campbell defines common sense as "an original source of knowledge common to all 

mankind;"35 i\11 humans possess it although in differing degrees. 

Like Blair, Campbell recognized the importance of style in developing appeals to the 

understanding. Correct word choice will make the speaker's meaning clear and stimulate the 

imagination and passions of the audience. Correct word choice must meet the following 

tests: 

1 Is it reputable? It must be understood in general use-- current and in vogue--being 

found in the writing and speeches of celebrated authors. 

2 Is it in national use? The word's meaning must have agreed upon acceptance by 

different classes in society. 

3 Is it in present use? Recognizing that some subjects have greater word-longevity 

than others, Campbell's ~le of thumb for present use is the user's age . .Nleeting these tests 

will result in "liveliness-'', engrossing the attention of the listener. 

The fourestep process involves the giving of instruction, stimulation or pleasing of the 

imagination, the moving of the passions, ultimately impacting on or influencing the will. The 

speaker then would create arguments the audience could understand~ employ language that 

is vivacious and lively, provide and organizational pattern and form of repetition that 

stimulate the memory and utilize appeals that arouse the emotions.36 

He saw rhetoric--which he preferred to call eloquence--as having an end other than to 

persuade. He defined eloquence as the "art or talent by which the discourse is adapted to its 
end."37 

Richard Whately: Elements of Rhetoric 

Richard Whately published Elements of R!Jetoncin 1828. treating rhetoric as the art 
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of "argumentative coxnposition, generally and exclusively."38 Like Campbell~ he thought 

rhetoric should not be limited to persuasion. However~ he rejected his contemporary's 

inclusion of all composition in prose. Following Aristotelian ideas but not paralleling them~ 

Whately rejects the division of proofs into artifical and inartificial. Neither did he divide 

artifical proofs into ethical, pathetic and logical proofs. He did, however, include all these 

forms of proof~ giving them his own unique arrangement His book was organized under four 

ideas: conviction, pers:uasion, style and elocution. 

Conviction is defined as the appeal to reason or understanding through the invention 

of argument Argumentation was the central focus of Whately's system: he identified two 

classes of argument: 

1 Cause to eff~~ct Reasoning should contain a sufficiently strong cause to establish 

nlausibilitv.39 
l. r 

2 Sign Reasoning extends beyond effect to condition .. Golden in his discussion of the 

importance of testimony as an argument from sign makes three important definitions. First 

undesigned (unplanned) testimony has the appearance of genuineness and simplicity. 

Secondly, negative testimony is a speaker's failure to contradict generally held public 

knowledge, thereby giving it validity. Third, concurrent testimony is the affirmation of a 

conclusion by several independent witnesses giving greater force to their claims. By 
combining the various testimonies and showing the strong character and large number of 

witnesses, a speaker presents a strong argument 40 Whately concluded: 

T!Je combinetl force oftiJe sen'es ofargumeoiS results .livm tiJe order in wiJic.IJ tiJey 
.:ue coosideret.i and from tlteir progressive teodeoc;v to establis.IJ a c:~ertaio cooclu
,'J700. 41 

Whately's ideas, on proof are important because, being audience centered, the 

speaker's argument will necessarily address the "preoccupation of the ground" --the burden 

of proof lies with the speaker who disputes an existing condition. 

The section he:~ entitled Persuasion dealt with the appeals to the will. He conceived 

reason and will to exilst separately; the will included appetites~ desires and affections. 

Style was used to appeal to feelings. 

Whately insisted that delivery, or elocution, should not be regulated by rules and 

imitation but should :spring from thought and feeling. 

The summaries included here are short, and highlight the fact that while nineteenth 

century rhetorical criticism was grounded in Aristotelian concepts, some significant new 
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ideas in rhetoric were being explored and implemented. Susan B. Anthony would have been 

exposed to these ideas either in her early education or by obsetving contemporary orators 

who were influenced by these popular rhetoricians. Edward Corbett comments: 

Tluvug/Jout t!Je ii".!st tiuee quuten of tlJe oioeteeotiJ ceo buy. CJ.mphelL Blair ~~md 
W!Jatel.r Jvere t!Je tiJ.ree modem r.iJetorici3.Ils most o.be.o used in E.og:/.Is.iJ a.od 
Amenl:ao scooo/s wilerever roeton'c co.otioued to be uug./Jl Alt!Joug/1 Blair proved to 
be tlJe most popular of· tlus triq modem teac.iJe.rs of roeton'c speaK witlt respect of 
Campbell 3./Jd Wilate.fv. iVeitiJer of tiJem u~ a particularly ongioal tilio.Ker, but botiJ 
of tiJem based tiJeir rileton'c oo solJOd pnociples oflogic 3Dd JMYC.Ilology..J2 

Twentieth Century Rhetorical Approaches 

Kenneth Burke, while reverencing the classical rhetoricians, also extended the scope 

of rhetoric. In the Journal o.t.Ge.oeGJ.I Educaho.oin 1951, Burke defined the differences 

between the "old" and "new-'' rhetoric: 

JDe .Ke;,v tenn .tor tile old roetoric W.rZS' persuasJoo ·'.rwd its stress was upon deliber;Jte 
design~ T!Je .key tenJJlor tiJe new r.iJetonc J:vould be 'ideohiieahoo.~· svlnci.J can include 
a partially "u.ocooscious ·' lilctor 10 appeaL 4.1 

Identification in Burke's explanation, could be a means--a deliberate device--as when 

a speaker seeks to identify himself with his audience. The politician who kisses a woman's 

baby is saying in effect, "I love what you love." It could also be an end--when people (the 

audience) act upon themselves, desiring to identify themselves with a group.44 This 

identification with institutions or causes results in spontaneous intuitive, even unconscious 
self-persuasion. 45 

The often most powerful aspect of identification occurs when the speaker creates 

those subtle situations ,to which the audience unconsciously responds. The woman who buys 

the more expensive L'Oreal hair color may be responding to the advertisers message that 

"[She's] worth it" Burke says using the term "we" subtly and unconsciously creates 

identification among individuals. 46 It allows that "men have common sensations~ concepts, 

images, ideas, attitudes that make them consubstantial. 47 Your ability to persuade, Burke 

argues, rests on the extent to which you "give deference" to another's "opinions:' or '~talk his 

language by speeciL gesture, tonality, order, image, attitude~ idea, identifying your ways with 
hiso"48 

Burke believed men created identification with an audience to induce their 

cooperation. This identification (consubstantiality) was created in several ways: 

1. Through the use of symbols; 

29 Through structure or arrangement of the discourse to meet the needs of the 
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audience; 

3. Through style--the conscious or unconscious attempt to suit language to the level 
of the audience. 

According to Sanbonmatsu, identification can be made with class, age, nationality, 

occupation, sex, religion and politics. He further classifies: 

Symbols of Authority and Value - institutions such as family, school, church, God 

and law; values are placed on symbols such as love, justice and evil. 

Direct Identification - includes sex, class, background, etc. 

Eulogism and Dyslogisms- favorable or unfavorable attitudes toward the subject 
mentioned, reflecting audience attitudes. 

Images of Transformation - images of life and death, with variants of being born. 
dying and rebirth. 

Commitment- utilizes commitment made by the listener--urges him to keep 

previous commitments/promises. 49 

McKeon, in discussing the strength of the symbol, appears to verify the resulting 

identification: 

Symbols are not refuted by arg1011e.nls or ~v facts:,· indeed:. t!Je tiJ.reat of refutation 
reiofoJreS the coilesiveness of t!Je group joint in attacluoent to t!Je symbol 
Accep13.oce of t!Je symbol m:~;,v Clke either tlJe fonn of conhouiog to ad!Jere to ;1 

doctn:Oe In spite of t!Je JVeigiJI of evidence agaiost it or of soifting fivm one doctrine 
to anotiJer In spite of apparent absence of coooecbon~ or even coobadii .... tioo, between 
t/Jem . .JO 

Symbols, he argues, setve as bonds of unity and are sources of action. Even the most 

highly rational person does not always give pause for examination before acting. Symbols 

"'provide an immediate and coherent response to practical problems ... " when time and proof 

are limited~ Once unity is created through the use of symbols a course of action is proposed. 

The course of action, because of its connection with the symbol, is perceived as being 

appropriate to the group and consistent with its values and world view. 

Authenticity and Accuracy 

In order to adequately appraise a given speech, it is necessary to establish the 

authenticity and accuracy of the speech text Thonssen and Baird stress the importance of 
analyzing genuine materials. 51 It is probably the critics most difficult task because of the 

variable nature of a speech text it may not have been delivered per se; it may be incomplete; 
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it may have been composed after the original speech was delivered; a publisher may have 
revised it for publication or it may be "reconstructed" from the notes of a speech given 

extemporaneously. Or~ producing an even greater threat to authenticity, it may be written by 
someone other than the speaker. So, in examining a speech text, we must do so with the 

knowledge that it may not be the exact speech delivered--it leaves something to be desired in 

authenticity. It represents what the speaker intended to say, but not what he actually said. 52 

As it pertains to speeches delivered before our technological ability to record them exactly, 

Thonssen and Baird may be right in concluding that "in practically all cases, critics are 

obliged to work with speech texts of questionable accuracy."53 

Our concern here seeks to determine whether the available text is a faithful 
representation of the words originally spoken by Susan B. Anthony. Several avenues were 

explored to answer the question, "Is this the Constitutional Argument Susan B. Anthony 

delivered subsequent to her arrest?" 

First, a match and comparison of available texts was made, testing for wholeness, 

revision and accuracy to discover the authoritative text Virtually every copy of the speech is 

attributed to the same source: TOe Histoi,Y of Woman Sufm1ge. This three volume work 

edited by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony and Matilda Joslyn Gage was published 

in 1882 In the Preface to their work, the editors note that "those identified with this reform 

were better qualified to prepare a faithful history with greater patience and pleasure, than 

those of another generation possibly could."54 Because of the involvement of Susan B. 
Anthony as author of both the speech and the book, and the contiguity in time and place, we 

have some assurance of the accuracy of the speech text 

Second~ the co~~:tent of the speech closely follows voluminous reports printed in 
newspapers at the time of delivery. 

Third, the arguments presented in the Constitutional Argument closely follow 

speeches Susan B. Anthony made while canvassing Kansas and California in behalf of the 
woman suffrage amendment between 1867 and 1872. 

Fourth, Susan B. Anthony's diary records that from Sunday, January 5th to 

\Vednesday, January 8th she was "'Home -writing ConstitUtional Argument"55 

Recognizing that there are inherent difficulties, the critic must finally conclude 

investigating authenticity and begin to critique the spirit, meaning and effect of the text. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

The Audience and the Rhetorical Situation 

Cathcart identifies four areas the critic must investigate in order to successfully 

analyze a rhetorical transaction: speaker, message, audience and situation. There is a 

Jynamic relationship between these components, each with its own set of obstacles that may 

frustrate persuasion.! We have already examined the speaker and the authenticity of the text 

Here we shall discuss the audience and the situation. 

First, we must determine the audience to whom the message was directed. The focus 

of Anthony's past 20 years had been the acquisition of woman suffrage, and her present 

situation was a direct result of that effort She did not neglect that great effort simply to 

plead her individual legal case. When her audience was society-at-large, her discourse 

addressed the political question of equal suffrage, and incorporated those elements that 

characterize deliberative speech: exhortation (give women the vote) and dissuasion (don't 

allow the continuation of this injustice). Regarding time it belongs to the future, "giv{ingj 

advice about things to come. ~'2 

However, when one considers that the primary purpose of her speech was to inform 

her potential jurors of the freedoms protected by the Constitution, of which the right of a 

citizen to vote was one, the speech is decidedly forensic--she is defending her past action at 

the polls. 

Aristotle remarks that the speaker~ if s/he is to be convincing, must "give the right 

impression of himself and get his judge [audience] into the right state of mind."3 In order to 

accomplish this, s/he must know the audience, not individually but as a group. This involves 

knowing their nature'9 way of reasoning, habits, desires, emotions and the type of argument 
that will persuade them. 

Blair, Campbell and Whately expanded this idea with their audience-centered 

approach to rhetoric, stressing the importance of understanding the nature of the audience. 

Blair suggested that students hoping to be ministers could anticipate the audience response 

if they themselves assumed the position of a member of the congregation and listened to the 

sermon from that perspective. 4 

As we saw earlier, Burke also stressed the need to identify with the audience and in 

so doing remove any division existing between the speaker and the audience. 

In order to properly analyze Susan B. Anthony-'s speech, then, we need to know 

something of the people to whom it was directed. Golden says: 
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... mociJ ofwiJal a listener sees aod .lJe:us JS inOueoced l?_.v ilis ag4 ~craft, 
education. oation.aiity, religion ;md Joc.ale. Tliese in film. often determine t!Je 
orgtwizah'ons to woic.IJ iJe beloncs--t!Je political pan;:. t!Je cilurcn ;md tlJe social cloh. 
It is not a/toge·tiJer b,v ciJance t!Je.reiore. t!Jat a man1s for. Ltgainst. or iodiiie.reot. to a 
particular subject. TlJe mental attilllde Jv/Jicn oe ass/Ulles oo aoy vital issue is, for t!Je 
most part t!Je inevitable outcome of t!Je forces wJJico ltave operated in ilis Jjfe.5 

Let us now investigate the forces operating in the lives of those who made up Susan 

B. Anthony's audience. 

The Audience 

The Couaty of Moaroe 

The village of Rochester was situated in two counties-- Genesee and Ontario because 

it was divided by the G·enesee River which formed the county borders. In 1821, a law was 

passed creating Monroe County from area taken from both counties. The creation of 

Monroe County was necessitated by the great inconvenience~ trouble and expense in 

transacting business experienced by the large population (80,000 in 1820) when the seats of 

justice were so distant 

Most of the towns in Monroe County were organized in the early 1800s: Gates 

(1809), Brighton (1839), Greece (1822),. Irondequoit (1839), Rush (1818),. Webster (1840) 

and Brockport (1829). Settlement in the towns clustered around the wateiWays and the 
natural resources tba1t were developed. Saw mills, gristmills, iron foundries, brick and tile 

manufactories, churches, schools, stores, taverns, and blacksmith shops were built as the need 

dictated. By 1855 Rochester was a thriving, cosmopolitan city, ranking seventeenth in size 
among American citi~es.6 

Populatio:a 

Rochester's population had increased by 60 percent (from 50~000 to 81~722) between 
1865 and 1875. Also,, the city had more than doubled its area during this period.7 The 

population had beco1tne more cosmopolitan. The percentage of foreign born (of which 
Germans comprised two-fifths) had fallen; however, they still outnumbered the native born. 

In 1855 there were 2905 naturalized and 3825 native voters. By 1875 naturalized and native 

voters had grown, 8378 and 89~2 respectively, the naturalized voting Democratic 80 percent 

of the time in opposition to Republican temperance. 

Educatio:a 

The educatio1t1al program in Rochester during this decade was frugal, brought about 

by a lack of economic support and contentions between political and religious groups. 

Public schools record 5443 in daily attendance of the 8330 registered in 1866. In 1874 there 
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were 1096 enrolled in private schools, 6036 in parochial schools (mostly German Catholic) 

and 11.098 in public schools. All schools were troubled by limited resources and inadequate 

facilities. The 140 public school teachers in 1870 earned an average of $527.81 annually; 

male teachers and principals earned twice as much. This inhibited the attraction of able 

female teachers. 'The reading of the Bible in public schools, the teaching of German in 

public schools and thE~ idea that public funds be used to support Christian free schools 

produced much controversy. 

Politics 

The political S4cene was tumultuous, precipitated by civic and economic problems 

following the Civil War. Party lines were blurred as Republicans formed the National Union 

party or supported Dc:~mocratic candidates who favored reform and economy. Particularly 

confused was the election of 1872. Some Republicans refused to support Grant Some 

Democrats endorsed the Liberal Republican nomination of Greeley. Grant-supporters 

enlisted the aid of woman suffrage leaders and Susan B. Anthony canvassed the state to rally 

support for Republicans., Since all citizens were challenged to register and vote on 

November L Susan B .. Anthony and 50 other women registered and 14 voted on election 

day. 

Social 

Rochesterians enjoyed a rising standard of living, evidenced by extensive home 

ownership and posses:si~n of significant homemaking aids such as lawn mowers, sewing 

machines, ice boxes a:nd indoor plumbing. More women were working and paying both 

income and property taxes. In supporting woman's right to vote, the Women Taxpayer's 

Association noted that in 1873 women paid taxes valued at $1,500,000, over a tenth of the 

city's total assessed valuation., 8 

Strong ethnic groups gave the city a cosmopolitan air. The Irish were strong 

politically and produjced outstanding leaders who influenced social, educational and 

religious areas. The Germans maintained close ties to ensure Germanic traditions, forming , 

societies engaged in ~~ducation, foreign-language press, music, dancing and dramatics. Jewish 

Germans comprised nearly one-fourth of Rochester German-Americans and through their 

distinctive ethnic tradlitions and rituals 6'added variety to the Rochester scene. ~'9 British, 

Canadian and Scottish were similar enough to be inconspicuous with older Americans. The 

first Oriental established residence in Rochester in 1875. A small group of Italians 

immigrated and appliled for citizenship in 1868. In 1866 there were 400 Negroes in 

Rochester. They were: not happy when equal suffrage was defeated locally, although state and 

national adoption of the Fifteenth Amendment was eventually secured. 
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Social interests expanded and overlapped. Rochesterians became interested in 

international affairs and this was reflected in many areas of life. There was an ardor for 

music and art The importation of art treasures from Europe necessitated a local galle:ryo 

There was an enthusiasm for outdoor sports. Baseball clubs~ summer camps along the lakes 

and racetracks enjoyed great popularity. 

Newspapers were the main outlet in literature. Three or four post-war English dailies 
claimed circulation ranging from 2000 to 7000. The four·-page issues consisted mostly of 

stock advertisements and notices. Some editors covered the local scene introducing feature 
columns, critical articles on music, theater and art, "but the bulk of their work was hack 

reporting."10 There was a general lack of interest in both classic and popular books. 

The County of Ontalrio 

The village of Canandaigua was located in Ontariio County. Named for Lake Ontario, 

which formed its northern border~ Ontario County had a~cquired its separate identity from 

Montgomery County in 1789. The county seat was locate:d at Canandaigua. In 1870 the 
federal census counted 45,108 inhabitants in the county. Early on, it was sparsely settled and 

developed. Because of the distance between towns, Ontario was divided a number of times to 

create new counties: Stuben County formed in 1796, Genesee County in 1802, Livingston 

and Monroe County in 1821, and Yates and Wayne Counties in 1823. Ontario county was 

dimished from its original10,300 square miles of land to 640 square miles of land at the last 

division. As development progressed and population inc~reased the larger towns such as 

Rochester, Palmyra, Avon, Geneva and Penn Yan sought to be established as a county seat 

Population 

Canandaigua was originally populated by the Seneca Indians .. After title to the land 

was acquired the first pennanent settlement was made in 1789. The opening of the "State 

Road" from Utica to Canandaigua directed pioneer settlement to the area but was little 

more than an "Indian path." The Great Genesee Road, nearly 100 miles long, 64 feet wide, 

its "moist places" paved with logs 'and gravel, was finishjed in 1797, running from Utica to 
the Genesee. A turnpike in 1803 further stimulated settllement 

. Like the towns in Monroe County, each had its small industries. churches and schools 
that grew up around railroads or other land and water travel routes. 

The early landholders appear to be first generation (native) English-Americans. 

Phelps and Gorham, original proprietors of all western New York, sutveyed and subdivided 
the land~ Phelps was born in Windsor, Connecticut in 1750 and Gorham was born at 

Charlestown in 1763. Further. the listings in local history books of landowners. government 
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officials, church administrators and teachers reflect the strong English heritage. 

Education 

Canandaigua prided itself on the excellence of the education it offered both boys and 
girls for which it gained a state-wide reputation. The Ontario Female Seminary opened in 

1825 and closed for lack of support in the early 1870s. However, the education of young 

ladies was assumed by the Granger Place School in 1876 to 

develop womao.!,v gifts and graces f?_v t!Je best met1Jcx4~ to substitute true culture io 
place ofs.IJOJJY accomplis.IJ.meots/ to imp.ress t!Je idea ofresponsib1lity in daily tasKs, 
and to inculcate t/Je senbiJJent tl.tat all attainment is to be soug/11 as a means of~ 
usefulness, ntiJer t!Jao an end sufficient in itsel£11 

They offered preparatory, three academic and four collegiate courses. 

Social 

Many denominations sent missionaries to establish churches in the area: congrega

tional, Protestant Episcopal, Methodist Episcopal, Baptist, Roman Catholic. Presbyterian_ 

Wesleyan Methodist By the early 1870s, each had erected and enlarged church buildings 

with programs that reached into the community. The Roman Catholic church, for example, 

established the StMary's Orphan Asylum and Academy for Catholic orphan children. Like 

Monroe County, growth brought cultural development In 1859 a public library was founded; 

in 1819 an agricultural society was formed for the purpose of instructing farmers in the 
development of profitable farms. It was reorganized in 1854 to include "sports and 

pleasures." A social club--the Red Jacket Club--was organized in 1888. 

The early history reports that prominent and wealthy families were encouraged to 

settle in Canandaigua where they were promised freedom from the presence of large 

factories. What manufacturing industry there was consisted of a copper-shop~ grist-milt 
saw-mill, cider mill, and flour mill. Canandaigua's leading industry was a brewery, originally 

built in 1843. In 1893, employing about 100 people, its annual output was 50,000 barrels of 

ale and lager beer. In the late 1870s and early 1880s, a foundry and machine shop, lumber 

yard and iron works were established. General merchantile businesses were sufficient to 
meet the demand .. 

From the time the county was established, it was setved by various local papers, 

published first in Geneva, later moving publishing to Canandaigua. The Ontario County 

Times, established in 1852, is reported to have been an active participant in political 

organization (especially Republican) giving "special attention to the compilation and 

publication of the history of the county .. .In its files are preserved a large amount of valuable 
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The Rhetorical Situation 
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When Susan B. Anthony delivered her Constitutional Argumen~ it was in response to 

a specific problem: her impending trial for voting illegally. Her task was to canvass the area 

from which a jury would be drawn, seeking to influence public opinion and thereby the jury's 

verdict This response-to-the-situation has been addressed by several rhetorical scholars. 

Cathcart says, "the context ... makes the message rhetorical,"13 --the message is shaped by the 

context 

Lloyd Bitzer defined rhetorical situation as 

3 compler of pe;sons.. events, obfects. aod relations p.resenting ao aclllal or potenba.J 
eugeoce wlJiciJ can be complete!;' or partially removed if discoii.ISe, introduced into 
tl!e situation., can so constrain iJUDJao decision or action as to bring about IIJe 
significant modificabon of t!Je eXIgence14 

Susan B. Anthony voted early on the morning of November 5, 1872 and the 

government issued warrants for her arrest which were executed on Thanksgiving Day, 

November 28th. Appearing with Hon. Henry R Selden, her counsel, she stated 

... tlJat s./Je desires ./Jer case to be made t.IJe test case.. •• (t/Ja() it is just t.IJe situation s.IJe 
!Jas long been JJ1siJing for. .. 1Vow w.!Jen tile maHer is going to come before t!Je courts it 
must nece&fanly be settled 

Her achon is. .. laKen .. ~for t!Je plli]XJSe of bringing t!Je suffmge quesbon before t!Je U: 
S. Courts b.,v tile s.IJortest possible met.bod A wnl of iJabeas CO.I]JUS wit!J t.be 
proceetiinss c1ppropnate to tesbog its validi~ would probably be t/Je most dinxt 
met!Jod of procedure.15 

It was her intention to test Minor's legal theory that American women already 

possessed the qualifications for voting specified in the Fourteenth Amendment--national 

citizenship, and that the Fifteenth Amendment protected the right of a citizen to vote. These 

could not be limited by state law qualifications. This would determine, as mentioned earlier, 

whether an amendment to the federal constitution would be necessary to obtain woman 

suffrage. 

Is a test case a rhetorical situation? Jamison notes: 

Ooe type of penuasive act JS t.!Je legal test c.ase in JV.IJic.IJ 3.0 c?geot of t.!Je OJovemeot 
participates in a case before tile judicial system to compel considemtion of'ao issue 
of importance to t!Je movement SuciJ acts clear.(v are penuasive in t/Jat t!Je,v are 
comm!JD.icabons.wilic.IJ seek c.IJange T!Je test case typically ilas two aims. First, it 
poses a true legal ciJal/enge to t.!Je peireivedl.r unfuststatut4 decision.. admioistrabve 
reglliahoo. or rule of procedure. Second, !.be test case m~~ f?_v publicity; reac.IJ beyond 
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tile immediate forum of~ decision ~~md aUempt by its illllDJioab'on of legal issues to 
sway t!Je public:S fiew of tlJose issuesJ6 

Anthony clearly hoped to influence public opinion not only for herself, that she 

might not be found guilty and forced to pay the costs of the trial, but beyond that, to change 

society's attitudes and ultimately the law on woman suffrage. 

Using Bitzer's three constituents of exigence, audience and constraints, we shall 

examine the situation to determine if Anthony's discourse was a fitting rhetorical response to 
that situation. 

The exigence is an urgent problem that can be positively modified by rhetoric. The 

woman's rights movement had effected many positive legal changes in the previous thirty 

years. However, many still strongly resisted woman's enfranchisement, fearing it would 

destroy society. Many did not understand the legal argument surrounding the question to be 

tested by this trial. Anthony would not be tried before a jury of her peers (women were not 

seated on juries) and would not be allowed to testify in her own behalf. (Indeed, Judge Hunt 

refused to permit Anthony to testify on her own behalf, ruling she was incompetent to speak 

to the legal issues of the case!) It was necessary that she take her case directly to the people 

in order to obtain their sympathy and support 

The second constituent is audience. By this Bitzer means persons who are capable of 

being influenced by and/or mediators of change as distinguished from persons who merely 

hear or read the discourse. In order to deem Anthony's discourse "fitting" we must discover 

that she spoke to an audience who was capable of finding her innocent Indeed, her diacy 

and newspaper accounts indicate that she spoke to large and small audiences populated by 

both advocates and opponents, men and women, During her canvass, she spoke to crowds of 

men, "'many of whom came foreward to assure her that if they were called to the jury they 
would acquit her."17 

The third constituent to be examined is constraints. This, according to Bitzer, consists 

of "persons, events, objects, and relations which are partf) of the situation because they have 

the power to constrain decision and action" needed to bring about change.18 This would 

include beliefs, attitudes and motives possessed by both Anthony and her audience relating 

£o democracy, suffrage, and woman's role in society; the knowledge the audience had of 

Anthony and her work and the facts relating to the legal question being considered; the 

physical environment; Anthony's ability to frame a logical argument and stir the emotions of 

the audience. These would fall generally under Aristotle's idea of artistic proofs because 
they are created in the rhetorical process. The other constraints that would bear on the 

situation would be the use of those things external to the specific situation, i.e., quotes from 
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various constitutions, laws, and honorable people. These would fall under Aristotle's idea of 

non -artistic proofs.19 

It is evident that Anthony framed her arguments sensitive to the political knowledge 

her audience possessed--both the naturalized German-born and American-English citizens 
would resist the idea of taxation without representation and sympathize with the individual 

who, denied political rights, suffered moral and economic destruction. Many who were 
politically active and/or knowledgeable might not agree with her argument that since states 

had not passed laws prohibiting women from voting, they were enfranchised. Many were 

strong states-rights supporters and would resist further empowerment of the federal 

government at state government expense. Anthony was a well-known public figure and her 

work both in woman's rights and woman suffrage was common knowledge. The New Yor.k 
JY.meswrote the day after she voted: 

Miss Susa.o .R Aot/Jon,v .bas iJad t/Je iJonor of leading to tiJe polls tiJe adv;mced guard 
of tiJe coming squadrons of female voten. lJJe little ba.od of .nine (s1~"") ladies JJ.ilose 
ballots Jve.re received b.,v tiJe election inspectors at Roc.bester deserve a pei111aoent 
place in .IJistory.2fJ 

Some press coverage was negative. The Albany .Koic.Kerboc.Kerwrote: 

we repeat wilat we ilan! formerly said on tiJe claim tnat is made b.,v Mi.ss Aot!Jo~v and 
otiJ~ to a r.ig./11 to vote .... Jv.IJeo t!Je consbtutioo was Uamed originally; t/Jose JviJo 
dnifted it did not tiJio.K for a moment of coo.kn7ng t/Je elecb·ve 1Taociu$e oo 
womeo.21 

Anthony's diary makes some interesting notes on the physical environments in which 

this discourse was delivered: 

Ma.n:.IJ 19 BrocKport- Concert Hall .. smallaudience -100- but tiJe best I ever saw in 
B. 

Ma.rr:iJ 26" Mamforri-P.!Joe.oir Hii.lltcrrific snow stor.m ii./1 de~y ilDd DJY cold t:l.rradfu/
still t!Jeh! we.re 1(}() people -some droveS m1Jes, proof tiJat o.ne must never 1311 to be 
onilaod 

Ap.dl3 CorintiJia.o Hall .. large audie.oce. .. (J()()(J) 

Jlllle 2 Ma.ociJester: Basement of Bapbst Cluur:IJ. .. people pcuil:ed Ji.J:e s;m:iioes. .. 

Juoe 6 Oa..ks Comer. .. refused ciJiliViL .. but quite a little gat/Jeling. .. 

Juoe 12 Halls Comen.uoot a Jiving soul interested--not all women spoKe to me at 
close of lechueu. 

JIJOe 13 Staoi~v. .. T owo Hall too dirty to go iota .. 22 

She relied heavily on quotations from the Declaration of Independence and the New 
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York State and United States Constitutions~ as well as testimonies from women who were 
experiencing injustices that prompted men to rebel a hundred years earlier. These are the 

particulars inherent in the situation when Susan B. Anthony gave her Constitutional 
Argument She used artistic and inartistic proofs to move the audience, should they find 

themselves jurors in her case, to find her innocent of voting illegally. This would not only 

bring her personal victoty, but secondarily enfranchise women. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

ANALYSIS OF THE SPE:ECH 
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Rhetoricians have generally accepted the Aristotelian concept that rhetoric consists of 

the moral character of the speaker, the disposition of the audience and the speech itself. The 

focal point of this analysis is Invention, including etiJ~ p~tnas-and logos. Style, the use of 

language and speech organization, and delivety, the speecb preparation and visual and 

audible presentation are discussed only as they elucidate the study of invention. 

INVENTION 

Ethical Proof ( edloS, 

As noted earlier, the speaker is deemed credible by demonstrating high moral 

character, good sense and good will toward others. The ethical attributes Anthony 

demonstrated in her Constitutional Argument and noted iln the analysis consist of the 

following: 

High moral character 

• associates herself with what is virtuous or held in high esteem by society; 

• bestows indirect praise on herself and her cause by identifying rights as "Godgi
ven," and women as possessing positive characteristics; 

• identifies her opponents with what is despicable: and/or undesirable; 

• removes and minimizes the negative portrayal of woman's rights proponents 
(herself included) presented by her opponents through the use of actual, heart
rending accounts of inequity that demand rectification; 

• presenting her extensive personal experience/kn.owledge as authority; 

• creates the impression of sincerity, honesty by addressing excepti<?ns and 
ambiguous terms.· 

Good Sease: 

• created an impression of sound judgment by using common sense in the equitable 
application of laws; 

• acted with tact and moderation--particularly when discussing states rights; she 
further limited the type and number of personal (JLCCOunts used to illustrate her 
points; 

• displayed good taste by study and appreciation of "approved models" --patriots, 
constitutional framers, laws and principles. 

• exhibited extensive familiarity with interest, issues and values of her time; 

• displays intellectual integrity and wisdom in tbe compliation of the speech 
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materiat 

Good Will: 

• Consistently placed the audience on the side of what was right: champions of 
democracy, justice and equity; 

• identified herself with the audience, addressing the concerns of male, female, 
naturalized and native citizen, rich and poor; 

• presented the issues with openness, sincerity and straightforwardness; legal issues 
were presented with clarity and brevity; 

• rebuked opponents (Judge Taney and General Bates and others) with tact and 
consideration--she degraded their opinions, reports and arguments but not the men 
personally; 

• compensated for her personal reasons for giving the speech (to inform her 
potential jury of the constitutional argument) by pleading the cause of women 
generally; 

• presented personal qualities that confirmed her message, Le., women were 
intelligent, law-abiding, financial contributors to the American democratic system. 

Having gained the confidence of the hearers by exhibiting intelligence, character and 

good will, a speaker must also manage the audience's emotional frame of reference. 

PATHETIC PROOF (pat/JoS} 

Aristotle said getting the audience in the right state of mind is critical to both 

deliberative and forensic speaking because the listener's emotional state will dictate how s/he 
reacts to the speaker's purpose. For example, a man attending Anthony's speech in an angry 

mood because he believes she was breeching social custom and respectability might view 
Anthony and her objective as evil and impossible. On the contrary, if he was in a pleasant 

mood, he might consider her proposition to have benefit and value. 

Historical records indicate Anthony's audiences were "mixed," some who supported 

her and favored woman's political aspirations and others who had come to agitate and annoy 
her. Her job as a rhetor, then, was to know her audience's emotional state and arouse or 

direct already aroused emotions toward accepting her objective. She did this by arousing or 
directing the following emotions: 

Patriotism and national pride would be the primary emotion to be aroused when 

addressing public concerns. Anthony did this by 

• citing exerpts from the nation's cherished documents such as the Declaration of 
Independence and national. and state constitutions; 

• recalling the driving forces behind historical events such as the revolution against 
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England's unjust taxation of the colonies; 

• reminding the audience of the principles and ideals of the nation's patriots such as 
Thomas Paine, John Adams, John Hancock, Patrick Henry, James Otis and Benjamin 
Franklin; 

• demonstrating the majority of the American people already supported the idea of a 
citizen's right to the ballot free from state interference, by electing Lincoln and 
Grant 

Anger was aroused in women because their desire for equality was not being 

satisfied; anger was aroused in men because the laws were shown to be undemocratic and 

those charged with the responsibility were indifferent Anthony did this by 

• identifying the obvious, unjustified slights suffered by some members of society 
(women) by those who thought they were better. This would arouse anger in those 
who fled to America to escape similar cultural and political conditions; 

• pointing out to an audience concerned that the laws be upheld strictly the illegality 
of excluding women not excepted by law; 

• itemizing in personal terms the economic damage done to women who had been 
deprived illegally of their lands and property; 

• pointing out that strict legal adherence does not always produce social justice or 
humane treatment (as in the defective sidewalk/defective denture cases). 

• demonstrating how the illegal manipulation of the law now used against women 
could be used against other yet unidentified members of societY stealing privileges 
they now enjoyed; 

• depicting the servitude of one supposed-to-be-free social group to another. 

Shaae was generated by depicting the unequitable laws as evil, bringing disgrace on 

those who supported them. She aroused this in the audience by 

• demonstrating that women, peers of legislators in "morals, intellect, culture, wealth, 
family--paying taxes on large estates and contributing equally with them" were made 
less than former plantation slaves, who, in most cases, were rootless, illiterate and 
poverty stricken; 

• pointing out that to tolerate the legal servitude of women was to participate in that 
evil. 

In.diga.ation. is aroused when a person gets what s/he does not deseiVe, whether good 

or ill fortune .. Anthony prodded her audience by 

• displaying the motives of politicans who sought to achieve selfish goals at the 
~xpense of the Republic; 

• showing how the law allowed the husband to benefit at the wife's (and often 
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children's) expense. 

Pity is aroused when one painfully senses the possibility of imminent destruction to 

one who doesn't deseiVe it Anthony aroused this by 

• using language such as "fatherless girls," "orphan girlsoo.stazvelings," "poor 
widow ... scanty pittance," and similar terms to magnify woman's unprotected 
condition; 

• demonstrating how the inequitable application of the law deprived legally helpless 
women and children of even their meager sustenance; 

• comparing women's plight to that of the slaves. 

Fear is generated by sensing an imminent destructive evil to ourselves. Anthony 
aroused this by · 

• using the opponent's definition of American citizenship and showing how that 
would strip all citizens of its protections, especially when travelling abroad; 

· • identifying judges who rendered biased, prejudicial decisions, indicating judicial 
approval for one class to govern another; in this case women were ruled against. but 
which class would be next? 

• following inequality and discrimination to its logical conclusion-one which could 
result in the loss and/or destruction of property/rights enjoyed by the privileged now. 

Eaulatioa is one attempting to attain for oneself similar good things that others 

possess. Anthony aroused women to be emulous of man's rights and freedoms by 
-----• pointing out the benefits to be secured; 

• identifying the negative conditions that would be eliminated; 

• urging women to "'attempt to attain" by exercising their right to vote. 

Confidence is the sense that things that bring safety are near at hand. Anthony 
aroused this by 

• showing that some judges and important legislators were supporting woman's right 
to vote. 

This speech does not appear to have preponderant emotional appeal. I believe it was 

purposely structured this way by Anthony to achieve her specific purpose--the presentation 

of her legal argument: her constitutional right as a citizen to voteo Some historians and 

scholars have claimed that Anthony relied primarily on logical appeal in her speeches to the 

neglect of patiJO& However, even a cursory examination of Anthony's diary entries, letters 

and newspaper articles give evidence of strong emotional audience response to her speeches. 

Rhetorical analysis of her speech "Social Purity" reveals a speech as strongly emotional as 
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this one is logicaL This demonstrates Anthony's ability to adapt her speech to the audience~ 
situation and purpose .. 

Some scholars state anti positions emphasized the positive emotions in order to offset 

the inherent hostility that might exist in their audience. Here, the strongest appeal is to 

patriotism and nationid pride; however, Anthony strongly emphasized the negative emotions 

of anger, fear and indignation to move her audience to action. 

Logical Proofs (log-oS) 

This speech provides examples of that factor that made Susan B. Anthony a 

memorable speaker: s~he made extensive use of logic. 

In this speaking instance, her logic relied on her audience's knowledge of democratic 

principles and constitutional law--information readily available to the audience. Further

more, with the recent passage of the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth amendments. a 

citizen's right to the ballot had been widely debated. Women's rights had been a topic of 

discussion in both social and legislative contexts, for the previous twenty years. The changes 

secured had not brou~~t about the destructive social upheaval predicted by their opponents. 

Anthony follo,Ned a typical historical argumentative pattern in this speech. She began 

with natural rights that were Godgiven and closed with the Fifteenth Amendment A 

discussion of what shE~ considered the national documents to identify as a citizen represented 

part of her major argument Much of the speech consisted of a dramatic, historical analysis 

of woman's treatihent under the law, occasionally charged with emotional terms and 
illustrations that would prepare her audience for the demands she would make at the ~nd. 

Her reasoning was primarily deductive, proceeding from general principles such as 

that discrimination is wrong, that government protects members rights, consent of the 

governed is given by ballot, and citizen's rights can't be abridged. She used many kinds of 
evidence: quotations, comparisons, historical allusions~ historical and invented examples. 

By Blair's standards, Anthony demonstrated a genius for analyzing the problem of 

woman's inequality. She knew her subject well and arranged her arguments in a manner that 

could be easily understood by her audience. 

Campbell's th~~ory can be seen in Anthony's strong use of association, as in her 

argument that women. are entitled to the vote because of their previous condition of 

servitude. She describes the condition of a black slave and shows how woman's situation is 

no different She attE~mpted to stimulate sympathy for the woman's condition ·and then 

aimed the powerful passions she generated toward a positive position on woman suffrage. 



F 
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This was discussed under pat/Jos. Moral reasoning and common sense are discussed under 

et.!Jos. 

Whately's theory can be seen in Anthony's use of reasoning. She used a prion· 
argument, reasoning from cause to effect (government protects members ~ghts; women are 

members; government protects women's rights). She went beyond the effect of disfranchise

ment to the social conditions that existed because of it She piled testimony upon testimony 

of many sources, significantly strengthening her claim. 

Most accounts of Anthony as a speaker demonstrate her efforts to identify with her 

audience. She was known to have a quick wit and that, combined with humor, often 

disarmed opponents, to the enjoyment of her audience. 

In Burkean terms, she created identification in the following ways: 

She drew on symbols of authority and value by 

• reciting the laws of the land the audience respected and upheld; 

• referring to "God-given" rights and identifying the Quaker religion as promoting 
gender equality; 

• calling on the audience's sense of justice, love of liberty and hatred of evil. 

She made direct identificatioa by 

• speaking of their common citizenship and personhood; 

• noting experiences common to other women; 

• expressing the fears many former Europeans may have had of the capricious use of 
governmental power 

She reflected negative audience attitudes by referring to those who would subvert the 

democratic system as "odious," "hateful," "monster" and other dyslogistic terms.. She 

reflected positive audience attitudes by referring to those who upheld democratic ideals as 

"champions" and "honorable." 

I She presented iaages of transformation by picturing women as being strangled to 

death by legal inequality and made viable by the right to the ballot 

STYLE 

Style consists of the word choices the speaker makes --creating rhetorical effects 

through stylistic strategies. A scholar notes that style once was a concern of Anthony's 

bec.ause she went through a period (1861-1862) where she imitated the style, and in some 

cases she adopted many actual phrases, of William Lloyd Garrison. However, this faded and 
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she developed her own particular style--clear. direct, "straight as a line of light" 

Her language choice met Campbell's three criteria: (1) it was reputable (in current 
use), (2) it was in national use (whether one was a German naturalized citizen or a native 

citizen of English heritage, rich or poor, educated or illiterate, didn't matter; her words had 
"agreed upon acceptance," and (3) it was in present use--the listener's attention was 

maintained by lively speech. She established a close relationship with her audience; this is 
seen in the use of personal pronouns "I" and ''you" and short questions that interspersed her 

text 

DELIVERY 

Delivery embraces the speaker's methods of preparing his/her speech, the visual 
presentation and the audible presentation. Anthony, as an inexperienced speaker, wrote out 

her speeches word-for-word. These resulted in a stilted delivery. She eventually gave up 
writing speeches, making only a general plan. of what she was going to say when she knew the 

sort of audience she would be addressing. The "cause" was her life and she knew more about 
it than any other person; therefore, she could arrange this knowledge to suit the type and 

temper of her audience. She spoke extemporaneously almost exclusively. 

Visually, she presented a modest but stylish appearanceo She was careful to dress in 

the current fashion but did not dress in clothes that might distract her audience from what 

she had to say. Her hair was drawn back in a tight bun. She gestured little, and did not move 
aboutmuca 

Audibly, she was reported to have a pleasant, penetrating, easily heard voice. There 

are, however, assessments that describe her as dictatorial, argumentative, "angular in gesture 
and uncouth in phraseology." Most critics agree that her strength was not in her platform 

performance, but in her logical precision in framing arguments and inexhaustible knowledge 
of her subject 

Now we shall analyze the speech line-by-line to examine more closely her invention. 



''11IE EQUAL RIGHT OF ALL CIDZENS TO THE 
BALLOT" 

FRIENDS AND FELLOW-CffiZENS: I stand 

before you tonight, under indictment for the alleged 

crime of having voted illegally at the last Presidential 

election. I shall endeavor this evening to prove to you 

that in voting, I not only committed no crime, but simply 

exercised my "'citizen~s right," guaranteed to me and all 

United States citizens bv the National Constitution~ 
J ' 

beyond the power of any State to deny. 

Our democratic republican government is based 

on the idea of the natural right of every individual 

member thereof to a voice and a vote in making and 

executing the laws. We assert the province of govern

ment to be to secure the people in the enjoyment <?f 

their inalienable rights. We throw to the winds the old 

dogma that governments can give rights. Before 

governments w~re organized, no one denies that each 

individual possessed the right to protect his own life, 

liberty, and property. And when 100 or 1,000,000 people 

enter into a free government. they do not barter away 

their natural rights: they simply pledge themselves to 

protect each other in the enjoyment of them, through 

prescribed judicial and legislative tribunals. They agree 

to abandon the methods of brute force in the adjustment 

of their differences, and adopt those of civilization. The 

Declaration of Independence~ the National and State 

Constitutions, and the organic laws of the Territories, all 

alike propose to protect the people in the exercise of 

their Godgiven rights. Not one of them pretends to 

bestow rights. 

AJimeo are created equal, and endowed b,v t!Jeir 
Cieator Jvit.IJ cemio inalienable ngots. Among 
dlese are life, liberty; iJ.Dd tiJe piUSuit of 
l1appioess. T!Jat to secure rilese. governments are 
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Ethos By stating what she intends 
to prove Anthony creates an image 
of honesty and sincerity. It is impor
tant to establish a strong ethical 
character because " ... as a rule we 
lrust men of probity more and more 
quickly ... on points outside the realm 
of exact knowledge where opinion is 
divided we trust them absolutely. "1 

By specitying the making and execut
ing of laws, Anthony places her 
speech within the confines of deli
berative rhetoric. i\ristotie said. 
" ... the subject upon which delibera
tive orators speak are .. .legislation."3 

Ethos By showing her knowledge of 
the forms of government and 
explaining bow they function. 
Anthony demonstrates inteiligence 
and good wiil. " ... He should have 
analyzed the tendencies~ institutions 
and interests which promote the end 
of each form of government. since it 
is with reference to this end that 
people make their choices. "2 

Ethos Referring to the laws of the 
land. she shows her knowledge of 
tbe subject, confirming her intelli
gence; by identifying rights as "God-



ioshtuted among men, den·v.iog t.iJeir jiJSt powe.rs 
from t:!Je conseot of t!Je govemed. 

Here is no shadow of government authority over 

rights, nor exclusion of any class from their full and 

equal enjoyment Here is pronounced the rights of all 

men, and "consequently," as the Quaker preacher said, 

''of all women," to a voice in the government And here, 

in this very first paragraph of the Declaration, is the 

assertion of the natural right of all to the ballot; for, how 

can "'the consent of the governed" be given~ if the right 

to vote be denied. Again: 

Tilat wiJeoever ~v for..m of government becomes 
destruchve of t!Jese ends, it is t!Je rig/Jt of t!Je 
people to alter or abolisiJ it. 3Dd to inslitute a 
new go~emmeot. la_,viog Jis fo110daboos on suc.IJ 
priocipl~ a.od organizing its powen in suciJ 
fo.rms as to t!Jem s.IJa/1 seem most Ji.Ke.J.;v to e/Iect 
t!Jeir safety and .IJappi.oess. 

Surely, the right of the whole people to vote is 

here clearly implied. For, however destructive to their 

happiness this government might become, a disfranchised 

class could neither alter nor abolish it, nor institute a 

new one, except by the old brute force method of 

insurrection and rebellion. One half of the people of this 

Nation today are utterly powerless to blot from the 

statute books an unjust law, or to write there a new and a 

just one. The women. dissatisfied as they are with this 

fonn of government, that enforces taxation without 

representation,--that compels them to obey laws to which 

they have never given their consent--that imprisons and 

hangs them without a trial by a jury of their peers--that 

robs them, in marriage, of the custody of their own 

persons, wages, and children --are this half of the people 

left wholly at the mercy of the other half, in direct 

violation of the spirit and letter of the declarations of 

the framers of this government every one of which was 

based on the immutable principle of equal rights to all. 

By those declarations, kings, priests, popes, aristocrats, 
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given)' she assigns a high moral 
character to herself and her cause. 

Logos Anthony forms an enthy
meme based on arguing cause to 
effect: 

Government protects members rights 

Women are members 

Women's rights are protected 

Logos The deliberative speaker must 
be well-informed as to "what things 
inherent in the type itsel[ or anta
gonistic to it from without. naturally 
tend to destroy it." 4 

Logos: The previous enthymeme is 
repeated from a different perspective: 

Consent of the governed is given by 
ballot 

Women are governed 

Women are entitled to the ballot 

Anthony then presents an invented 
example to prove her argument. 
"Examples are those which proceed 
by induction from one or more 
parallel cases until the speaker 
abstracts a general rule ... "5 

Anthony used inductive reasoning 
based on historical example deriving a 
" ... general law (in this case, power
lessness produces injustice) from a 
number of like instances. "6 

Logos Another invented example 
presented as proof. 



were all alike dethroned, and placed on a common level, 

politically, with the lowliest born subject or serf. By 
them, too, men, as such, were deprived of their divine 

right to rule, and placed on a political level with women. 

By the practice of those declarations all class and caste 

distinction will be abolished; and slave, serf, plebeian .. 

wife, woman, all alike, will bound from their subject 

position to the proud platform of equality. 

The preamble of the Federal Constitution says: 

W~ tile people o/ tile United Sat~ in order to 
form ~1 more perfect u.niof!. establislijustice, 
insure domeshc tra.nqmlity; prowde for tile 
common defeo94 promote the general welfare. 
30d secure tlJe blessi.np ol"lihert;v to ou.rselves 
aod our postenly, do ordain and esta/Jlls.IJ tilis 
C,onshluhon for tiJe United States of Amena 

It was we, the people, not we, the white male 

citizens~ nor yet we, the male citizens, but we, the whole . 

people, who formed this U nioa And we formed it, not to 

give the blessings of liberty, but to secure them; not to 

the half of ourselves and the half of our posterity, but to 

the whole people--women as well as men. And it is 

downright mockery to talk to women of their enjoyment 

of the blessings of liberty while they are denied the use 

of the only means of securing them provided by this 

democratic republican govemmen.t--the ballot 

The early journals of Congress s.how that when the 

Committee reported to that body the original Articles of 

Confederation, the very first article which became the 

subject of discussion was that respecting equality of 

suffrage. Article 4th said: 

· T.IJe better to secure 3.lld pe,pelllate mulllai 
fneodslJip and iotercoume between tile people of 
tlJe diffemol States of tiJis Unio~, tiJe free 

i.oiJabitants ol·eac.IJ of tile States fPllupen. 
vagabont4 "wd fugitives from jliShi:e ercepted). 
siJall he eoblled to all t!Je pn'vileges and 
immunities of t!Je /Tee citizens of tile several 
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Pathos Anthony sought to arouse 
anger toward the idea that some were 
better than others. Aristotle said 
anger is " ... an impulse attended by 
pain ... caused by an obvious, unjusti
fied slight with respect to the indivi
dual or his friends. "7 

Logos Here Anthony begins her 
case of syllogistic reasoning: 

Persons have voting rights 

Women are persons 

Women have voting rights. 

Ethos Her credibility increases with 
her extensive knowledge of the his
tory of the issue. 



States.. 

Thus, at the very beginning, did the fathers see 

the necessity of the universal application of the great 

principle of equal rights to ali--in order to produce the 

desired result--a harmonious union and a homogeneous 

people. Luther Martin, Attorney-General of Maryland~ 

in his report to the Legislature of that State of the 

convention that framed the United States Constitution 

said: 

TJJose woo advoc.ated tiJe equality of suf./Tage 
tooK tiJe mauer up on tiJe original pnocip/es of 
govemment; tiJ~:?I t!Je reason J¥~v eaciJ JodiJ-idual 
mao in fonning a S&Jte govemment siJould nave 
ao equal vot4 is because eac.IJ indirddua.l:; before 
1Je en ten into govem.men(. is equally /Tee and 
equal.J._v Jodependeot. J3Dles Muiisoo said: 

U.ode.r eve-'Y v.rew o.J' tiJe suiy"ect; it seems 
indispensable ti.Jat tiJe mass of' t!Je citizens slJould 
.not he wit!Jout a a:-v1ee in maldog t/Je Jaws wluCIJ 
t!Jey are to obe,v; and 10 c.IJOOSJog tlte magtstmtes 
wiJo are to adouoister tltem .. 

Also~ 

Let it be remembe.ret:(, ffoa.IJ..v; tltat it iJas ever 
heeo tiJe pn'de and t/Je boast of' Amenea tiJat tiJe 
n'g/Jts for wiJiciJ s!Je contended JJ'e.re tiJe n'g/Jts of 
l.Jumao oalllrt! 

And these assertions of the framers of the United 

States Constitution of the equal and natural rights of all 

the people to a voice in the government, have been 

affirmed and reaffirmed by the leading statesmen of the 

nation~ throughout the entire history of our Government 

Thaddeus Stevens, of Pennsylvania, said in 1866: 

I IJave made up m,.,v m;od t!Jat tile elective 
Jia.ocluse 1s one of t!Je Joalieoable nifiJ/s mea.ot to 
be secured b.,v tiJe Declaration of Independence. 

B. Gratz Brown, of Missouri, in the three days' 
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Logos Arguing from cause to effect 
she proves harmony comes from 
equality. " .. .If you prove the cause,, 
you at once prove the effect; and 
conversely nothing can exist without 
its cause.''8 

Logos Anthony offers supporting 
historical exampies. 

Logos Here Anthony argues from 
precedent-- "on the point at issue ... a 
decision has been accepted by w~se 
or good menooe "9 

These examples illustrate Whatlcey's 
sign argument, and serve to affirm 
the conclusion. Their strong charac
ter and large number presenm a 
strong argument 



discussion in the United States Senate in 1866~ on 

Senator Cowan's motion to strike "male" from the 

District of Columbia suffrage bill. said: 

.1Wr. President, .I ~v iJere on tiJe Door oft/Je 
Amen'cao Seoatt; J sta.od for uoifreiYal sufmg~~· 
md as a matter of fundamental pnncipl~ do not 
recoczrize tlte ng/Jt of'society to limit it on an.,v 
grouod of race or se:c I JJ'ill go ~1rt!Je.~; ;md s~v 
tiJat I recoffiJize tile rig/Jt of lianciu"se as being 
intr:insical{v a nalllrJi ngot. I do not believe tiJat 
society is autiJorized to impose ao.r limitations 
upon it t!Jat do not spnng out of the necessities 
of t!Je social state itse/£ 

Charles Sumner, in his brave protests against the 

XIV. and XV. Amendments~ insisted that. so soon as by 

the XIII. Amendment the slaves became free men, the 

original powers of the United States Constitution 

guaranteed them equal rights--the right to vote and to be 

voted for: 

I do not .!Jesitate to ~v t.!Jat wiJe.o t.!Je slaves of 
our couohV became •-citizen~ ).9 t/Jev too.K t!Jeir 

~ . ~ 

place in tile bodJ!POiitic ~1S a component part of 
tile ~-peop/4 ·'? eohlled to equal ng/JIS;. a.od 110der 
t!Je protechon of tlJesc two goardi3.o pnnciples: 
FiiSt, t!Jat all just govemmeniS stand oo t.!Je 
consent of tlJe governed.· a.od second t!Jat taxa bon 
wit!Jout representahoo is tytao.o_r; 3./Jd t/Jese ng/Jts 
it Is t/Je duty oi' Coopl!SS to guaraotee as essential 
to tiJe idea of"1 Republic. 

The preamble of the Constitution of the State of 

New York declares: 

Wt; tiJe people of t!Je State of New Yor1; grateful 
to AJ.mig/Jty Ood for our .freedom • .io order to 
secure ils b/essi.o~ do establis.IJ tlos Constitution. 

Here is not the slightest intimation, either of 

receiving freedom from the United States Constitution~ 

or of the State conferring the blessings of liberty upon 

the people; and the same is true of every one of the 

thirty-six State Constitutions. Each and all alike declare 
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Logos Arguing from identity of 
results to the identity of their antece
dents, Anthony again demonstrates 
that their freedom is GodQgiven and 
can not be denied by man. 



rights God-given, and that to secure the people in the 

enjoyment of their inalienable rights, is their one and 

only object in ordaining and establishing government 

And all of the State constitutions are equally emphatic 

in their recognition of the ballot as the means of 

securing the people in the enjoyment of these rights. 

Article 1 of the New York State Constitution says: 

1Vo member oftiJis Sate siJaD be dis.frJBciuSed or 
depnved of t!Je rig/Jts or pn'v.!leges secured to 3.0.-v 
citizen dJereoJ; llDless by tlle Jaw oftlJe la.od or 
t!Je judgment of lJis peeiS. 

And so carefully guarded is the citizen ~s right to 

vote, that the Constitution makes special mention of all 

who may not vote: 

Laws m~~:.-v be passed erciudiog from t.IJe Jig/Jt o[ 
sllffrage all per.roos woo ilave been or ma.,v be 
convicted of hnne.ry; Jarr:eo_,y; or t!1IJ.-V inf31l1oi/S 
(..710J(! 

In naming the various employments that shall not 

affect the residence of voters, the 3d section of Article 

2d says 

T!Jat being .Kept at a.o.,v almsiJouse or otller 
iM}'IUDJ, at public erpcos~ nor being e-vnfined at 
ilDY public pn:Son, siJail depn~'t! a pe.IYOn of iJis 
residence, 

and hence his vote. Thus is the right of voting 

most sacredly hedged about The only seeming 

permission in our constitution for the disfranchisement 

of women is in section 1st of Article 2d: 

Eve;y male citizen of t!Je age of twenty-one .. vea.rs. 

etc., snail be eolit/ed to vote. 

But I insist that in view of the explicit assertions 

of the equal right of the whole people, both in the 

preamble and previous article of the constitution, this 

omission of the adjective "female" in the second .. should 

not be construed into a denial; but, instead, counted as 

of no effect Mark the direct prohibition: 
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Ethos By specifying exceptions to 
Lbe right to vote Anthony creates the 
impression of being a modest, gener
ous, open-minded. weH-informed per
son. 

Logos Division is used to eliminate 
alternative grounds to disfranchise 
women. Women have the right to 
vote unless disenfranchised by speci
fic prohibition and this is found 
wanting. 



.~V<> n1ember of tiJis Sute si.J;J.// be disiTanc.IJised. 
anless ~v t.IJe 'law of tiJe lao~ 'or tiJe judgmeo t of 
.lzis peec;. 

·"The law of the land," is the United States 

Constitution; and there is no provision in that document 

that can be fairly construed into a permission to the 

States to deprive any class of their citizens of their right 

to vote. Hence New York can get no power from that 

source to disfranchise one entire half of her members. 

~or has ·'the judgment of their peers" been pronounced 

against women exercising their right to vote. No 

disfranchised person is allowed to be judge or juror--and 

none but disfranchised persons can be women's peers: 

nor has the Legislature passed laws excluding them on 

account of idiocy or lunacy; nor yet the courts convicted 

them of bribery, larceny, or any infamous crime. Clearly, 

then, there is no constitutional ground for the exclusion 

of women from the ballot- box in the State of New York 

No barriers whatever stand today between women and 

the exercise of their right to vote save those of precedent 

and prejudice. The clauses of the United States 

Constitution, cited by our opponents as giving power to 

the States to disfranchise any classes of citizens they 

please, are contained in sections Zd and 4th of article 

1st The second says: 

Tile House of Represeotah·ves s.IJa./1 be composed 
ofmemben clJoseo e~~rv second vear bv tiJe , , ~ 

people of t!Je seventl Stat~· "md t!Je electon in 
eacil Sl3te s.IJa/1 .!Jave tlle qualiffcahoos requisite 
tor electors oft!Je most nu.mero/JS bra.ocil of tile 
Sl3te Legis/ai!Jre 

This can not be construed into a concession to 

the States of the power to destroy the right to become an 

elector, but simply to prescribe what shall be the 

qualifications, such as competency of intellect, maturity 

of age~ length of residence, that shall be deemed 

necessary to enable them to make an intelligent choice 

of candidates. If, as our opponents assert, the last clause 
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Logos Here Anthony argues from 
parts to the wholelo by asserting that 
the Constitution as a whole was 
written to secure freedoms and would 
not provide parts (states) to deprive 
its citizens of freedom. 

Pathos Anthony appealed to the 
indignation of the audience by point
ing out the illegality of exclusion of 
women. Aristotle said indignation 
characterizes good men "who are 
bound to feel sympathy and pity for 
undeserved ill fortune ... : '11 

Ethos Anthony made her opponents 
appear all the worse, denying their 
benevolence by showing they ren
dered service for their own advan
tage. This increased her ethos. 



of this section makes it the duty of the United States to 

protect citizens in the several States against higher or 

different qualifications for electors for Representatives 

in Congress, than for members of Assembly, then must 

the first clause make it equally imperative for the 

national government to interfere with the States, and 

forbid them from arbitrarily cutting off the right of one 

half of the people to become electors altogethero Section 

4th says: 

T /Je times, places, ~~md manner of IJoldiog 
elections for Seoaton iJ.Dd Represeotahves siJall 
be prescnoed in eac.IJ Sf3te !J._v t/Je Legis/atl/re 
tiJe.reoL; but CooiJFt!SS may at a.n..v tim4 ~v .l1w., 
make or alter sucil regulations.. ert:.ept as to t/Je 
places of ciloosing Seoaton. 

Here is conceded the power only to prescribe 

times, places., and manner of holding the elections; and 

even with these Congress may interfere, with all 

excepting the mere place of choosing Senators. Thus you 

see, there is not the slightest permission in either section 

for the States to discriminate against the right of any 

class of citizensto vote. Surely to regulate can not be to 

annihilate! nor to qualify to wholly deprive! And to this 

principle every true Democrat and Republican said 

amen, when applied to black men by Senator Sumner in 

his great speeches for EQUAL RIGHTS TO ALL from 

1865 to 1869; and when, in 1871, I asked that Senator to 

declare the power of the United States Constitution to 

protect women in their right to vote--as he had done for 

black men--he handed me a copy of all his speeches 

during that reconstruction period, saying: 

.iWiss AotlJon.-v; put ~·:re,r·.t ~viJere I iJ;Jve '"n1ce···~ or 
·wJo.~; ···· iJDd you ilave iJere tiJe bestaod strongest 
.ug11111eot I can ma.Ke for wvmao. J7Jere is not t1 

doubt but 'vomeo nave t!Je constitudonai ng/.tt to 
E-VI~ 3Dd I Jvilloever vote for a .A'"V.l Amend
ment to guarantee it to tiJem. I voted for botiJ tile 
... ITV. 3./Jd XV. under protes~ J:vould never done it 
but for t!Je pressing emergeoc;v of tiJat llour: 
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Ethos Anthony identifies with her 
audien~ they together against 
those who seek to misconstrue 
voting qualifications. 

Logos Anthony argues from a 
historical e:xample. 

Logos Arguing from correlative 
terms, Anthony posits tbat if black 
men needed no constitutional 
amendment r.o vote. neither do 
women. 



woold nave insisted t!Jat t!Je power of t!Je on'g!oal 
Consbtution to protect all citizens in tiJe equal 
enjo,went of dleir ngo/s s.!Jould .!Jave been 
vindicated t/uvug/1 tile courts. But tile nePY{V made 
Ueedmen .!Jad neitiJer tile intelligence. rvealtll, nor 
hme to wait t.!Jat slow process. women possess all 
tiJese io eminent degree: :md I insist tiJat the__v 
s.!Ja/1 appeal to tlJe co~ and tluvug/1 tlJem 
establis.IJ t!Je powers of our Ameneao magna 
carta.~ to protect eve;y citizen of t!Je Republic. 

But, friends, when in accordance with Senator 

Sumner's counsel, I went to the ballot-box, last 

November, and exercised my citizen's right to vote, the 

courts did not wait for me to appeal to them--they 

appealed to me, and indicted me on the charge of having 

voted illegally. Senator Sumner putting sex where he did 

color, would have said: 

Qualilicabons can not be io t/Jeir nature 
penn~~ment or insu.r:mou.otab/e.. Ser can not be a 
qua/ificabon ao.,v more tlJao s.lZt; race, color; or 
previoiiS condition of serrdtude. A pennaoent or 
ioslUJ11ou.otable qua/iiicahoo 1s equivalent to a 
depnvabon of dle sufiiage. In ot!Jer words; it is 
tile tyrao.n__v of taxation wit!Jout represeotalioo., 
against wilic.IJ our reJ-viuboo;uy mot/Jen. and well 
as fat/Je.IS. rebelled 

For any State to make sex a qualification that 

must ever result in the disfranchisement of one entire 

half of the people, is to pass a bill of attainder. or an er 

post J:tcto Jaw, and is therefore a violation of the 

supreme law of the land. By it, the blessings of liberty 

are forever withheld from women and their female 

posterity. To them, this government has no just powers 

derived from the consent of the governed. To them this 

government is not a democracy. It is not a republic. It is 

an odious aristocracy; a hateful oligarchy; the most 

hateful ever established on the face of the globe. An 

oligarchy of wealth, where the rich govern the poor; an 

oligarchy of learning, where the educated govern the 

ignorant or even an oligarchy of race~ where tile Saxon 
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Ethos In showing a highly respected 
Congressman held women in high 
regard, Anthony is identifying herself 
with these characteristics. 

Logos By recalling Sen. Sumners 
long and respectable history with the 
question of enfranchisement, 
Anthony is arguing from authority. 
Corbett says, "We ... grant more cre
dence to the testimony of experts ... "12 

Aristotle said. " ... there is always a 
tendency to believe a witness. -''13 

Logos Anthony is arguing from 
definition, clarifying thespecific 
issues to be discussed --important to 
deliberative speaking but essential in 
forensic speaking. 

Logos An entbymeme used to 
prove women's illegal deprivation. 

Insurmountable qualifications deprive 
liberty 

Maleness is an insurmountable quali
tication 

Females are deprived of liberty 

Logos Here noting the differences 
between a democracy or republic and 
despicable forms of government. 
Anthony argues that disfranchise
ment of women produces a political 
condition not consistent with demo
cracy. 



rules the African, might be endured; but surely this 
oligarchy of sex, which makes the men of every 

household sovereigns, masters; the women subjects, 
slaves; carrying dissension, rebellion in to every home of 

the Nation, can not be endured. And yet this odious 

aristocracy exists in the face of Section 4 of Article 4 

which says: 

Tile United Sl3tes s.lJall guarantee to eve;y State 
in tbe Union a Republican fo.nn of government. 

What, I ask you, is the distinctive difference 

between the inhabitants of a Monarchical and those of a 

Republican form of government, save that in the 

Ylonarchical the people are subjects, helpless, powerless~ 

bound to obey laws made by superiors--while in the 

Republican, the people are citizens, individual 
sovereigns, all clothed with equal power, to make and 

unmake both their laws and their law makers. And the 

moment you deprive a person of his right to a voice in 

the government, you degrade him from the status of a 

citizen to that of a subject, and it matters very little to 

him whether his monarch be an individual tyrant, as is 
the Czar of Russia, or a 15,000,000 headed monster, as 

here in the United States. 

But, it is urged; the use of the masculine 

pronouns he~ his, and him, in all the constitutions and 

laws, is proof that only men were meant to be included 

in their provisions. If you insist on this version of the 
letter of the law. we shall insist that you be consistent, 

and accept the other hom of the dilemma, which would 

compel you to exempt women from taxation for the 

support of the government, and from penalties for the 
violation of laws. 

A year and a ha~f ago I was at Walla Walla, 
Washington Territory. I saw there a theatrical company, 

the "Pi.--dey Sisters," playing before crowded houses every 
night of the whole week of the Territorial fair. The eldest 
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Logos Building on the previous 
argument of opposites, Anthony used 
degree here to demonstrate the oli
garchy of sex exceeds the evil of the 
others. 

Logos The argument culminates in 
simple consequences " .. .it commonly 
happens that a given thing has con
sequences ... "14 

Logos Anthony used an invented 
example to support her argument. 

Logos Arguing deductively, the 
enthymeme Anthony proposed here 
is; 

The Constitution prescribes for men 
only 

Taxes and penalties are prescribed 

Only men can be taxed and penalized. 

A compelling legal question is raised: 
If "she" is guilty of voting illegally, 
then "he" is guilty of taxing illegally. 

Logos Continuing to argue induc
tively (that women have not been 
exempt from Constitution prescrip
tion) Anthony proceeded to present 



of those three fatherless girls was scarce eighteen. Yet 

every night a United States officer stretched out his long 

fingers, and clutched six dollars of the proceeds of the 

exhibitions of those orphan girls, who, but a few years 

before, were statvelings in the streets of Olympia, the 

capital of that far-off northwest territory. So the poor 

widow, who keeps a boarding-house, manufactures shirts, 

or sells apples and peanuts on the street comers of our 

cities, is compelled to pay taxes from her scanty pittance. 

I would that the women of this republic at once resolve, 

never again to submit to taDtion until their right to vote 

be recognized. Miss Sarah E. Wall, of Worchester, 

Mass., twenty years ago, took this position. For several 

years, the officers of the law distrained her property and 

sold it to meet the necessary amount; still she persisted~ 

and would not yield an iota, though every foot of her 

lands should be struck off under the hammer. And now, 

for several years, the assessor has left her name off the 

tax lis~ and the collector passed her by without a call. 

Mrs. J. S. Weeden of Viroqua, Wis., for the past six 

years has refused to pay her taxes, though the annual 

assessment is $75. Mrs. Ellen VanValkenburg, of Santa 

Cruz~ Cal., who sued the County Clerk for refusing to 

register her name., declares ~he will never pay another 

dollar of tax until allowed to vote; and all over the 

country, women property holders are waking up to the 

injustice of taxation without representation, and ere long 

will refuse, eo 01a&9e; to submit to the imposition. 

There is no she, or her, or hers, in the tax laws. 

The statute of New York reads: 

ffi~~5®m~k~~~m~ro~~ 
rvard wiJere iJe resides wiJeo tile assessment is 
mad~ for tile lands owned by JJi~.. etc. Eve.ry 
collector s/Jall c.ail at/east once oo tiJe penon 
fAred, or at/us usual place of residence, aod slllill 
demand payment of t!Je t;Lres c:IJuged on /Jim. If 
e:1.0J' one s./Ja./1 refuse to pa,v tile ta,r imposed on 
!Jim. tlJe collector s.IJalllew t!Je same hv distress . "" .. 
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historical examples--Pixley, Wall, 
Weeden Valkenburg and her own 
arrest. The numerous examples pro
duce less of an "inductive leap," and 
consequently greater reliability. 

The examples follow the entbymeme~ 
-for confirmation. "Exampies should 
not precede. .. When they follow en thy
memes, examples function like wit
nesses. .. "15 

Pathos Anger is generated by the 
injucy done to women., 

Ethos Anthony increased her ethical 
appeal by adapting her speech to fit 
her audience. The' examples she pre-

. sents appeal to their character and 
condition. 

Pathos Anthony cites this material 
to arouse pity for the condition of 
these women. 

Logos Anthony~s use of exact quotes 
from laws act as a compelling force to 
her argument. 



,wd sale of .!Jis propt.~rty: 

The same is true of all the criminal laws: 

1Vo pe.rsoo s/Ja/1 he compelled to be a witness 
agaiost.!Jimseli; etc. 

In the law of May 31, 1870, the 19th section of 

which I am charged with having violated; not only are all 
the pronouns masculine, bu1t everybody knows that the 

particular section was intended expressly to hinder the 

rebels from voting. It reads: 

If 3DY pe.rsoo siJall .liJJowiogly vote wit!Jout Jus 
1Ja~7og a lawful ngo~ etc. 

Precisely so with all the papers setved on me--the 
U. S. Marshal's warrant, the: bail-bond, the petition for 

habeas corpus, the bill of indictment--not one of them 
had a feminine pronoun prilnted on it; but to make them 

applicable to me, the Clerk of the Court made a little 
carat at the left of "he" andl placed an "s" over it, thus 

making she out of he. Then the letters "is" were scratched 
out, the little carat placed under and "er" over it, to make 

her out of his, and I insist if government officials may 

thus manipulate the pronouns to tax, fine, imprison, and 

hang women, women may take the same liberty with them 
to secure to themselves thellr right to a voice in the 

government 

So long as any classes of men were denied their 

right to vote, the government made a show of consistency, 

by exempting them from ta:x:atione When a property 

qualification of $250 was required of black men in New 
York, they were not compelled to pay taxes, so long as 

they \Vere content to report themselves worth less than 
that sum; but the moment the black man died, and his 

property fell to his widow, the black woman's name would 

be put on the assessor's list, and she be compelled to pay 

taxes on the same property exempted to her husband. The 
same is true of ministers in New York. So long as the 

minister lives, he is exempted from taxation of $5,500 of 
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Ethos Her knowledge of the laws would 
inspire the audiences confidence in her and 
her knowledge of the subject 

Logos Anthony argued from a historical 
e:xampie. 

Logos Her own experience is presented as 
an example. 

Logos Anthony argues from past fact 

Logos Anthony used an invented example. 

Pathos An appeal to pity is made, for " ... an 
evil of a destrUctive kind ... befalls one who 
does not deserve it. "16 



property, but the moment the breath goes out of his body, 

his widow's name will go down on the assessor's list, and 

she will have to pay taxes on the $1,500. So much for the 

special legislation in favor of women. In all the penalties 

and burdens of the government (except the military), 

women are reckoned as citizens, equally with men. Also, 

in all the privileges and immunities., save those of the 

juxy-box and ballot-box, the two fundamental privileges 

on which rest all the others. The United States govern

ment not only taxes!' fines .. imprisons, and hangs women, 

but it allows them to pre-empt lands, register ships, and 

take out passport and naturalization papers. Not only 

does the law permit single women and widows the right of 

naturalization, but Section 2 says: 

A marned woman m~v be oallU;J}ized witiJout t/Je 
coociL!Teoce of .IJer .IJusbaod (I rvonder t/Je fatiJer 
we.re not afraid of creabng discord in tiJe fam.Ilies 
of foreigne~).; 3./Jd again: WOeo a alit!4 iJaving 
complied with the Ja~ lJOd dec.I/J.Il!d Jus Joteoboo 
to /Jecome a ~7lizeo. .·dies before .IJe is actual.{r 
naturalized, .!Jis widow aod cluldreo s.IJall be 
considered £.7/izeos, e.odded to all ng/Jts and 
privileges lt?S suciJ. oo tabog t!Je reqoi~ oat!J. 

If a foreign-born woman, by becoming a 

naturalized, citizen, is enti~ed to all rights and privileges 

of citizenship, is not a native-born woman by her National 

citizenship, possessed of equal rights and privileges? 

The question of the masculine pronouns, yes and 

nouns too, has been settled by the United States Supreme 

Court, in the case of Silver v.r Ladd, December, 1868, in a 

decision as to whether a woman was entitled to lands 

under the Oregon donation law of 1850. Elizabeth 

Crothers, a widow, settled upon a claim and received 

patentse She died, and her son was heir. He died. Then 

Messrs. Ladd and N ott took possession, under the general 

pre-emption law, December 1861. The administrator, E. 
P. Silver, applied for a writ of ejectment at the land office 

in Oregon City. Both the Register and Receiver decided 
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Logos "Women are reckoned as 
citizens.'' Here is the generalization 
her inductive argument hoped to 
produce. 

Logos Anthony formed the follow
ing enthymeme: 

Citizens participate fully in govern
ment 

Women are reckoned citizens 

Women participate fully in govern
ment 

.Ethos Anthony addressed audiences 
comprised of many naturatized citi
zens. Noting this law created an 
image of one who was magnanimous 
and fair-minded. Further~ by under
standing her audience. she was in
creasing her persuasiveness: " ... the 
hearer is always receptive when a 
speech is adapted to his own charac
ter and reflects it "17 

Logos To give strength to her 
enthymeme previously set up, 
Anthony presented a historical exam
ple to serve as a witness. 



that an unmarried woman could not hold land under that 

law. The Commissioner of the General Land Office, at 

Washington, and the Secretary of the Interior, also gave 

adverse opinions.. Here patents were issued to Ladd and 

Nott, and duly recorde<i Then a suit was brought to set 

aside Ladd's patent, and it was carried through all the 

State Courts and the Supreme Court of Oregon; each, in 

tum, giving adverse decisions. At last, in the United 

States Supreme Court, Associate Justice Miller reversed 

the decisions of all the lower tribunals, and ordered the 

lad back to the heirs of Mrs. Crothers. The Court said: 

In coosh'Uiog a beoewleot stabJte of t!Je 
govemmeo~ made for tiJe beoefft of its OJ¥.0 

c:ilizeo& iordtiog a.od eocounJgiog t/Je.m to settle on 
its distant public lands.. t!Je J:vords •;,iog/e m~9 ···~ 

iJDd '7Jnmanled mao···· o1ay; especially if aided h,v 
t!Je cooter! and ot!Jer parts of t!Je statute, be ta.Keo 
in a generic sense.. Held accordingly; tiJat tile 
fourtlt section of t!Je Act of Congress:. of 
September 2714 1850, gran hog by w'!r of 
donation, laods in O.regoo Te;ntozy; to eve.ty 
wllite settler or occupant. Ameneao }Jalf-hreed 
.Indians include¢, embraced wit/Ji.o t!Je te.l111 single 
mao ;m 110manied woman., 

And the attorney, who carried this question to its 

final success~ is now the Senator elect from Oregon, Hon. 

1 H. Mitchell, in whom the cause of equal rights to 

women has an added power on the floor of the United 

States Senate. 

Though the words persons, people, inhabitants, 

electors, citizens, are all used indiscriminately in the 

National and State constitutions_ there was always a 

conflict of opinion, prior to the war, as to whether they 

were synonymous terms, as for instance: 

1Vo person slut// be t1 represeol3tive wiJo snail not 
.IJave been seven ,vean a citizen .• a.od woo snail 00~ 
wiJeo elect~ be ao inhabitant of t!Jat State in 
w.Juc.IJ .IJe is.ciloseoo 1Vo person s.IJa/1 be a senator 
wiJo s.IJa/1 oot nave been t1 citizen of tbe lloited 
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Logos Anthony draws upon the law 
to confirm her argument. The unsta
ted implication here for the specific 
speech situation may be: If courts 
could extend the language to include 
women in this incidence, wby not for 
voting? This was the issue her trial 
hoped to ad~ress. 

Logos Anthony argues from possi
bility: If a male citizen can vote then 
a female citizen also can vote. "If two 
things are alike, and one is possible, 
then so is the other."t8 

Logos Anthony used detinition to 
clarify issues a-this would be particu
larly important in her legal defense. 

Ethos Anthony creates the impres
sion of modesty-willing to admit that 
confusion over terms bas ~~sted. 



S'tat~ and 3.11 inhabitant of t!J~1t SlAte io wJJiciJ .IJe 
is c.!Joseo. 

But, whatever room there was for a doubt, under 

the old regime, the adoption of the XIV. 4<\.mendment 

settled that question forever, in its first sentence: 

All persons born or natu.ra./ked in t!Je United 
States a.od subject to tiJe jurisdiction tllereof, are 
citizeos of tiJe United States ;md of tOe State 
wiJereio tiJe.,v reside 

And the second settles the equal status of all 

persons--all citizens: 

iVO State s./Jall ma.Ke or eofo.n:e 3.0,.Y Jaw wilic.IJ snail 
.1blidge tbe pnY!leges or imm IJJJities of citizens.· 
nor sliall a.o.r State dep.tive ao_,v pe;soo of life. 
liberty or property; wit!Jout due process of Ia~ nor 
deBJ' to aoy pe.rsoo wit.IJio its junsdictioo tfle equal 
protection oft!Je Jaws 

The only question left to be settled now, is: Are 

women persons? And I hardly believe any of our 

opponents will have the hardihood to say they are not. 

Being persons, then, women are citizens, and no State has 

a right to make any new law, or to enforce any old law~ 

that shall abridge their privileges or immunities. Hence, 

every discrimination against women in the constitutions 

and laws of the several States .. is today null and void~ 

precisely as is every one against negroeso Is the right to 

vote one of the privileges or immunities of citizens? I 
think the disfranchised ex-rebels, and the ex-state 

prisoners will all agree with me, that it is not only one of 

them~ but the one without which all the others are 

nothing. Seek first the kingdom of the ballot, and all 

things else shall be given thee is the political injunction. 

Webster, Worchester and Bouvier all define 

citizen to be a person, in the United States, entitled to 

vote and hold office. And prior to the adoption of the 

XIII. Amendment, by which slavery was forever abolished, 

and black men transformed from property to persons, the 
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Logos Arguing from ambiguous 
terms means to " ... establish the sense 
which fits your case. .. and then argue 
from that sense. .. "19 

Logos The argument is based on 
similarity. 

Logos As is her fashion, Anthony 
sets up an entbymeme, then used 
examples to prove it. 

All persons born or naturalized in 
the US are citizens 

Women are persons born ... 

Women are citizens 

or 

Citizen's rights can't be abridged 

Women are citizens 

Women's rights can't be abridged 

Ethos Making a legal application of 
the evidence revealed her intelli
gence. 

Logos Argument from historical 
eDmple-verifiable by and familiar to 
the audience.. 

Losos Anthony paraphrased the 
scripture. creating a maxim. Her 
highly religious audience would be 
familiar with the original quote. 

Ethos Demonstrating biblical know
ledge ''invests a speech with moral 
character. "20 

Logos Additional examples of 
definition. 



judicial opinions of the country had always been in 

harmony with these definitions. To be a person was to be 

a citizen, and to be a citizen was to be a voter. Associate 

Justice Washington, in defining the privileges and 

immunities of the citizen, more than fifty years ago, said: 

JOe.r included all suc.IJ pn'rdleges as were 
fundamental in t/Jeir oahlre. And 3Dloog ti.Jem is 
t!Je ngot to exercise t!Je elective /TanciJise and to 
.IJold offjce. 

Even the "Dred Scott" decision, pronounced by 

the Abolitionists and Republicans infamous, because it 
virtually declared "black men bad no rights white men 

were bound to respect," gave this true and logical 

conclusion, that to be one of the people was to be a 

citizen and a voter. Chief Judge Daniels said: 

1Dere is ool; it IS believ~ to be fouod io tile 
t!Jeones ofwnten on govemmeo~ or in ~v ac!IJal 
expen'meot .heretofore tned, a.n erpositioo of t!Je 
term citizen.. w.IJic.IJ /Jas not been considered as 
coofe.niog t!Je achlal possessioo a.nd eojO;_weot of 
tiJe perfect rig/It of acquisiboo and enJoyment of 
an entire equality of pn"v!Jeg~ civil and polibCa.L 

Associate Justice Taney said: 

T!Je wonls ~people of t!Je lfoited StatesN .rtod 
•(7itizeos.. _,,are synonymous tenn~ a.od mea.o tile 
same tiling. 17Jey botiJ describe t!Je political ~v; 
w/Jq according to our repuhlicao instill/boos, form 
t!Je sovere.1go~ aod w.ho /Jold t!Je power and 
conduct t/Je govemmeo~ tluoug/1 tiJeir represeota
h·ves. T!Jt~.Y are w/Jat JYe familiarly call t!Je 
sovereign peopft; 3Dd eveq c::idzen is one of tins 
peop/4 a.od a cooslihleot member of t.Jus 
sovereignty; 

Thus does Judge Taney's decision, which was such 

a terrible ban to the black man while he was a slave, now 

that he i~ a person, no longer property, pronounce him a 

citizen, possessed of an entire equality of privileges, civil 

and political. And not only the black man, but the black 

woman~ and all women as well. And it was not until after 
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Logos This is the first of numerous 
historical examples to demonstrate 
that "citizens have the right to vote." 

Logos Anthony argues from 
another historical e~mple. 

Logos Another historical example 
to support the enthymeme presented 
on page 

Logos The fourth historical e;xample 
to give weight to the argument. 



the abolition of slavery, by which the negroes became free 

men, hence citizens, that the United States Attorney

General Bates rendered a contrary opinion: 

T 1Je Cooshtutioo uses tlte word ·~itizeo ... 1 ooJ._v to 
express t/Je political quality (not equalil:}'; mar.K) of 
t!Je individual in .IJis reiahoo to tlJe oaho~~· to 
decl.a.re t.IJat .!Je is 4 memheroft!Je body poliht; 
and bo110d to it !J._v t.!Je reciprocal obligahoos of' 
allegiance on t.IJe one side, 3.0d protechoo on tile 
otlJer.. Tile p.luase ·~ citizen of tile United States, .... 
witltoiJt addition or qualification, means oeitlter 
more nor Jess t.IJao a member of tile oaboo. 

Then, to be a citizen of this Republic. is no more 

than to be a subject of an Empire. You and I, and all true 

and patriotic citizens must repudiate this base conclusion. 

We all know that American citizenship, without addition 

or qualification, means the possession of equal rights, 

civil and political. We all know that the crowning glory of 

every citizen of the United States is, that he can either 

give or withhold his vote from every law and every 

legislator under the government Did "I am a Roman 

citizen," mean nothing more than that I am a "member" 

of the body politic of the Republic of Rome, bound to it 

by the reciprocal obligations of allegiance of the one side, 

and protection on the other? When you, young man. shall 

travel abroad among the monarchies of the old world, and 

there proudly boast yourself an "American citizen," will 

you thereby declare yourself neither more nor less than a 

"member" of the American nation? 

And this opinion of Attorney-General Bates, that 

a black citizen was not a voter, made merely to suit the 

political exigency of the Republican party in that 
transition hour between emancipation and enfranchise

ment. was no less infamous, in spirit or purpose, than was 
the decision of Judge Taney, that a black man was not 

one of the people, rendered in the interest and at the 
behest of the old Democratic party, in its darkest hour of 

subjection to the Slave power. Nevertheless~ all of the 
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Logos Arguing from contradiction, 
Anthony uses the sheer weight of 
conflrming evidence just presented to 
refute the contrary opinion. 

Pathos The limited repetition of 
"We all knrnv ... " produces a state of 
pleasure in the audience, " ... since the 
habitual is pleasant. "21 

Logos Anthony uses an invented 
eDmple to illustrate her argumenL 

Pathos This might excite fear. 
"thinking themselves likely to suffer 
from particular persons particular 
things at particular times. "22 

Logos Anthony culminates this 
argument with this inductive generali
zation: A citizen's right to vote 
should not be subject to political 
urgency. 



adverse arguments, adverse congressional reports and 

judicial opinions, thus far, have been based on this purely 

partisan, time-setving opinion of General Bates~ that the 

normal condition of the citizen of the United States is 

that of disfranchisment That only such classes of citizens 

as have had special legislative guarantee have a legal right 

to vote. And if this decision of Attorney-General Bates 

was infamous, as against black men, but yesterday 

plantation slaves, what shall we pronounce upon Judge 

Bingham, in the House of Representatives~ and 

Carpenter, in the Senate of the United States, for citing it 

against the women of the entire nation, vast numbers of 

\vhom are the peers of those honorable gentlemen 

themselves, in morals, inteHect, culture .. weal~ 

family .. -paying taxes on large estates, and contributing 

equally with them and their sex.. in every direction, to the 

growth. prosperity, and well-being of the Republic? And 

what shall be said of the judicial opinions of Judges 

Cartter, Jameson, McKay, and Sbarswood, all based upon 

this aristocratic, monarchical idea, of the right of one 

class to govern another? I am proud to mention the names 

of the two United States judges who have given opinions 

honorable to our Republican idea.. and honorable to 

themselves--] udge Howe, of _Wyoming Territory, and 

Judge U ndetwood, of Virginia. The former gave it as his 

opinion a year ago, when the Legislature seemed likely to 

revoke the law enfranchising the women of that Territory, 

that, in case they succeeded, the women would still 

possess the right to vote under the XIV. Amendment 

Judge Underwood, of Virginia, in noticing the recent 

decision of the Supreme Court of the District of 
Columbia, denying to women the right to vote, under 

XIV. Amendment, says: 

If t!Je people of t!Je United S1t11~ b;_v 30Jendmeot 
of .. 711eir Coostill/tio11_. could etpllJ1ge, rvit!Jout ao..v 
expla.oatoJ}" or aSSJshog Jegislaboo. an adj'ecb've of 
ffve Jettel'Y livm all State coostituboos, aDd 
tliereb.,v raise millions of oar most igoonmt 
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Pathos Her attempt here is to 
arouse shame and outrage for this 
political condition. Concerning 
shame, Aristotle said, " ... shame will be 
aroused by such evils as are thought 
to bring disgrace to ourselves or 
those we care for."23 

Concerning anger, Aristotle said 
" ... one must. .. represent the adversary 
as obnoxious in those things which 
make men angry ... ''24 

Logos This argument is also based 
on comparison - this instance 
addressing differences in degree. If it 
is despicable to deny former~ slaves
now-citizens the right to vote, then it 
is more despicable to deny the vote 
to those citizens more able to contri
bute to the republic. 

Ethos By bestowing praise upon the 
positive characteristics of women, 
Anthony indirectly praises herself. 
" . . th 'gh . . "25 ... giVtng en t tmpresston ... 

Pathos Anthony sought to arouse 
fear through her identification of 
judges who did not uphold democra
tic ideals. Fear is aroused wben the 
audience believes they might suffer 
"at times they thought themselves 
safe..·26 

Pathos Here Anthony arouses con
fidence " .. .inspired by things con
ducive to safety as being near at 
band ... "27 

Lo!os Anthony used a historical 
eDmple to support her argument 
based on comparison. 



fellow-citizens to ail tiJe ngilts and pn.wleges of· 
electo~ w4v s.!Jouid not tiJe s;101e peoplt; by t!Je 
same Amenddten(. expunge ao adjective of four 
/eden .from t!Je same State ronstiflltio.o~ aod 
t!Jereby raise otlter millions of more educated aod 
beUer iofonned "itizens to equal ngots and 
p.dv.tleg~ JJ.1l!Jout erplaoatozy or assisting 
le!Jislabon? 

If the XIV. Amendment does not secure to all 

citizens the right to vote, for what purpose was that grand 

old charter of the fathers lumbered with its unwieldy 

proportions? The Republican party, and Judges Howard 

and Bingham, who drafted the document, pretended it was 

to do something for black men; and if that something was 

not to secure them in their right to vote and hold office, 

what could it have been? For, by the XIII. Amendment, 

black men had become people, and hence were entitled to 

all the privileges and immunities of the Government, 

precisely as were the women of the country and foreign 

men not naturalizedo According to Associate Justice 

Washington, they already had the 

Protecboo of tiJe Oovemmeo~ tiJe enjoyment of 
life aod liberty, witiJ t!Je ngot to acqmm ~~md 
possess property of evezy J:io¢. 3./ld to piUSue a.od 
obtain ilappioe.ss ttmd safety; subject to suc.IJ 
resuaiots as t!Je Oovemmeot m~v jusdy pn:scn"he 
for t!Je geoeral welfare of tiJe wiJole_.," tiJe ng/Jt of' a 
citizen of one State to pass t!Jroug/1 or to reside in 
cmy ot!Jer Sate for t!Je pu.rpose of trad4 
c1gTiCu/llire, professiooa/ piUSID~ or ot/Jerwise/ to 
(;:}aim t/Je /JeoeJit of t!Je wn£ of iJaiJeas CO.!p~ IO 

iosdtute a.od maintain acb'oos of ~v sind in tiJe 
courts o/ t!Je Sate: to biKe. iJold and dispose of 
property; eit!Jer re.cu or personal. ~md 3.0 erempd'on 
.from ilig/Jer taxes or impositions t.IJ;m 11ue paid l?,v 
tile ot!Jer citizens of tlJe State. 

Thus, you see, those newly-made freed men were 

in possession of every possible right, privilege and 

immunity of the Government, except that of suffrage, and 

hence., needed no constitutional amendment for any other 
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Logos The argument presented here 
is based on genus. "All peopie have 
privileges and immunities of govern
ment" must include blacks, women 
and unnaturalized foreigners. The 
argument is extended to "a11 citizens 
have the right to vote~" thereby 
including blacks, women and natural
ized citizens. Corbett says, "What is 
true of the genus must be true of the 
species. "28 



purpose. What right, I ask you, has the Irishman the day 

after he receives his naturalization papers that he did not 

possess the day before, save the right to vote and hold 

office? And the Chinamen, now crowding our Pacific 

coast, are in precisely the same position. What privilege 

or immunity has California or Oregon the constitutional 

right to deny them, save that of the ballot? Clearly, then, 

if the XIV. Amendment was not to secure to black men 

their right to vote, it did nothing for them, since they 
possessed everything else before. But if it was meant to be 

a prohibition of the States to deny or abridge their right 

to vote- -which I fully believe--then it did the same for all 

persons, white women included, born or naturalized in the 

United States, for the amendment does not say all male 

persons of African descent, but all persons are citizens. 

The second section is simply a threat to punish the States, 

by reducing their representation on the floor of Congress, 

should they disfranchise any class of male citizens, and 

does not allow of the inference that the States may 

disfranchise from any, or all other causes; nor in anywise 

weaken or invalidate the universal guarantee of the first 

section. What rule of law or logic would allow the 

conclusion, that the prohibition of a crime to one person, 

on severe pains and penaltie~, was a sanction of that 

crime to any and all other persons save that one? But, 

however much the doctors of the law may disagree, as to 

whether people and citizens, in the original constitution, 

were one and the same or whether the privileges and 

immunities in the XIV. Amendment include the right of 
suffrage, the question of the right of the citizen to vote is 

'settled forever by the XV. Amendment: 

17Je citizen ;S ngot to ~vte snail not be denied by 
tlJe lloited States. nor,-m.rState ti.Jereo.t; on 
,tccolliJI of nee:. color. or previous condition of 
servitude. 

How can the State deny or abridge the right of the 

citizen, if the citizen does not possess it? There is no 
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Logos Anthony illustrates bev argu
ment with invented examples. 

Logos The argument Anthony pre
sented here is causal, arguing from 
effect back. to cause.. 

Pathos By using terms such as 
"threat" and "punish", Anthony 
aroused fear. " ... a cause of fear ... is 
the fear of us in those who have the 
power to hurt us. "29 

Ethos Anthony demonstrated com
mon sense. 

Logos Anthony advanced a causal 
argument based on historical exam
ples. 



escape from the conclusion, that to vote is the citizen's 

right, and the specifications of race~ color, or previous 

condition of servitude can, in no way, impair the force of 

the emphatic assertion, that the citizen's right to vote shall 

not be denied or abridged. The political strategy of the 

second section of the XIV. Amendment, failing to coerce 

the rebel States into enfranchising their negroes, and the 

necessities of the Republican party demanding their votes 

throughout the South, to insure the re-election of Grant 

in 1872, that party was compelled to place this positive 

prohibition of the XV. Amendment upon the United 

States and all the States thereof. 

If we once establish the false principle, that United 

States citizenship does not carry with it the right to vote 

in every State in this Union, there is no end to the petty 

freaks and cunning devices that will be resorted to, to 

exclude one and another class of citizens from the right of 

suffrage. It will not always be men combining to 

disfranchise women; native-born me~ combining to 

abridge the rights of naturalized citizens, as in Rhode 

Island; it will not always be the rich and educated who 

may combine to cut off the poor and ignorant; but we may 

live to see the poor, hard-working, uncultivated day 

laborers, foreign and native born, learning the power of 

the ballot and their vast majority of numbers, combine 

and amend State constitutions so as to disfranchise the 

Vanderbilts and A T. Stewarts, the Conklings and 

Fentons. It is' a poor rule that won't work more ways than 

one. Establish this precedent, admit the right of the States 

to deny suffrage, and there is no power to forsee the 

confusion, discord, and disruption that may await us. 

There is, and can be, but one safe principle of govern

ment--equal rights to all And any and every discrimina

tion against any class, whether on account of color, race, 

nativity, sex, property, culture, can but embitter and 

disaffect that class, and thereby endanger the safety of the 

whole people. Clearly, then, the National government 
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Pathos Selfish political motives 
necessitated the Fifteenth Amend~ 
ment, said Anthony, as she sought to 
arouse the indignation of her 
audience. 

Logos Anthony constructed a cau
sal argument based on possibility. "If 
two things are 'alike, and one is 
possible. then so is the other. "30 

Pathos This must have excited the 
wealthy and prominent Ontario 
audiences, who sought freedom from 
the presence of industry and all that 
accompanied it. 

Ethos Anthony's use of a maxim 
invested her speech with moral 
character. " ... maxims always produce 
the moral effect because the speaker 
in uttering them makes a generni 
declaration of ethical principles; so 
that, if the maxims are sound, they 
give us the impression of a sound 
moral character in him who 
speaks."3t 

Losos The maxim is used as part of 
an entbymeme: 

Its a poor rule that won't work. more 
ways than one 



must not only define the rights of citizens, but it must 

stretch out its powerful band and protect them in every 

State in this Union.. 

But if you will insist that the XV. Amendment's 

emphatic interdiction against robbing United States 

citizens of their right to vote, "on account of race, color, 

or previous condition of setvitude," is a recognition of 

the right, either of the United States or any State, to rob 

citizens of that right for any or all other reasons, I will 

prove to you that the class of citizens for which I now 

plead, and to which I belong, may be, and are, by all the 

principles of our Government and many of the laws of 

the States, included under the term "'previous condition of 

servitude ;'First.-- The married woman and their legal 

status. What is servitude? "The condition of a slave." 

What is a slave? "A person who is robbed of the proceeds 

of his labor; a person who is subject to the will of 

another." 

By the law of Georgia, South Carolina, and all the 

States of the South, the negro had no right to the custody 

and control of his person. He belonged to his master. If 

he was disobedient, the master had the right to use 

correction. If the negro didn't like the correction, and 

attempted to run away, the master had a right to use 

coercion to bring him back. By the law of every State in 

this Union today, North as well as South, the married 

woman has no right to the custody and control of her 

person. The wife belongs to her husband; and if she 

refuses obedience to his will, he may use moderate 

correction, and if she doesn't like his moderate 

correction, and attempts to leave his "bed and board," the 

husband may sue moderate coercion to bring her back. 

The little word "moderate," you see, is the saving clause 

for the wife, and would doubtless be overstepped should 

her offended husband administer his correction with the 

"cat-o' -nine-tails," or accomplish his coercion with blood

hounds~ 
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Suffrage rules can be used prejudi
cially 

Prejudicial suffrage rules · endanger 
alL 

Pathos This sequence created fear 
because of the uncertainty in rule 
application. 

Logos Anthony introduced the 
second argument for her right to 
vote: previous condition of servitude.. 
This is based on antecedent and 
consequence. The first, just comple
ted, was woman's right to the ballot 
based on citizenship. 

Etbos Here, as at the beginning, the 
statement of intent created an image 
of sincerity and honesty. 

Logos This argument from defini~ 
tion identified distinguishing charac
teristics to "get at its essential mean
ing."32 

Logos Anthony produced a recent 
historical example. 

Logos Anthony presented an argu
ment based on similarity: The slave 
had no right to his person; the 
woman has no right to her person. 

Pathos This description would 
arouse pity for the condition of 
women. "The speaker will be more 
successful in arousing pity if be 
heightens the effect of his description 
with fitting attitudes, tones, and 



Again, the slave had no right to the earnings of his 

bands, they belonged to his mlaster; no right to the custody 

of his children, they belonged to his master; no right to 

sue or be sued, or testify in the courts. If he committed a 

crime, it was the master who 1must sue or be sued. In many 

of the States there has been s-pecial legislation, giving to 

married women the right to property inherited, or 

received by bequest, or eame:d by the pursuit of any 

avocation outside of the home; also giving her the right to 

sue and be sue:d in matters p4ertaining to such separate 

property; but not a single State of this Union has ever 

secured the wife in the enjoyment of her right to the joint 

ownership of the joint eamillLgS of the marriage 

copartnership .. And since, in the nature of things, the vast 

majority of married women never earn a dollar by work 

outside of their families, nor inherit a dollar from their 

fathers, it follows that from 1the day of their marriage to 

the day of the death of their husbands, not one of them 

ever has a dollar, except it sball please her husband to let 

her have it. In some of the States, also, there have been 

laws passed giving to the ~~ther a joint right with.the 

father in the guardianship of the cbildreno But twenty 

years ago, when our woman's rights movement commen

ced, by the laws of the State of New York, and all the 

States, the father had the solle custody and control of the 

children. No matter if he WE~re a brutal, drunken libertine, 

he had the legal right, without the mother's consent, to 

apprentice her sons to rumsellers, or her daughters to 

brothel keepers. He could even will away an unborn child, 

to some other person than the mother. And in many of 

the States the law still prevails, and legal mothers are still 

utterly powerless under the common law. 

I doubt if there is, today, a State in this Union 

where a married woman ca11 sue or be sued for slander of 

character, and until quite recently there was not one in 

which she could sue or be sued for injury of person. 

However damaging to the vvife's reputation any slander 
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dress-in a word, with dramatic 
actions.. "33 

Logos Anthony extends the simi
larity argument to social situations. 

Ethos Her lmowledge of the specific 
conditions both current and past 
promote her credibility. 

Pathos The helplessness of woman's 
situation was stressed-- appealing to 
pity for the financially deprived 
woman. 

Logos This historical example based 
on law is used to illustrate the 
previous, and current in some states, 
powerlessness of the slave/woman. 

Ethos By condemning an evil male 
behavior, Anthony portrays women 
(and herself) as virtuous. 

Pathos These invented examples 
were meant to arouse indignation 
and pity in the audience.. Pictures 
painted with such specific detail 
would certainly direct the emotion of 
her audience. 

Logos Anthony's enthymeme proves 
woman's servitude.. 

Freedom allows legal action 

Women cannot sue 

Women have no freedom 



may be, she is wholly powerless to institute legal 

proceedings against her accuser, unless her husband shall 

join with her; and how often have we heard of the 

husband conspiring with some outside barbarian to blast 

the good name of his wife. A married woman can not 

testify in the courts in cases of joint interest with her 

husband. A good farmer's wife near Earlville, Ill., who 

had all the rights she wanted, went to the dentist of the 

village, who made her a full set of false teeth, both upper 

and under. The dentist pronounced them an admirable fit, 

and the wife declared they gave her fits to wear them; that 

she could neither chew nor talk with them in her mouth. 

The dentist sued the husband; his counsel brought the 

wife as witness; the judge ruled her off the stand, saying: 

A ma.n7"ed woman can not be «1 wimess io matters 
of joint interest between .IJerself a.nd iler }Jus/Jaod 

Think of it, ye gQod wives, the false teeth in your 

mouths a joint interest with your husbands, about which 

you are legally incompetent to speak! If in our frequent 

and shocking railroad accidents a married woman is 

injured in her person, in nearly all of the States, it is her 

husband who must sue the company, and it is to her 

husband that the damages, if there are any, will be 

awarded. In Ashfield, Mass., supposed to be the most 

advanced of any State in the Union in all things, 
humanitarian as well as intellectual, a married woman was 

severely injured by a defective sidewalk. Her husband 

sued the corporation and recovered $13,000 damages. 

And those $13,000 belong to him bona Ode, and 

whenever that unfortunate wife wishes a dollar of it to 

supply her needs she must ask her husband for it; and if 
the man be of a narrow, selfish, niggardly nature, she will 

have to hear him say, everytime: 

' ~w.oat llave you don~ my de;n; witiJ t/Je 
twenty-Jive ceo Is I gave .. .vou .reste.nlay?':~ 

Isn't such a position, I ask you, humiliating enough 

to be called "servitude"? That husband, as would any 
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Logos This is an invented example. 

Logos A historical example was 
offered to demonstrate the ridiculous 
nature of the exclusive laws. 

Pathos This direct statement to the 
women must have aroused indigna
tion. 

Logos This historical example illus~ 

trates the injustice that typifies 
female servitude. 

Pathos Every woman in the 
audience would be angered by this 
woman's needs being denied. 

Logos Anthony conciudes her in
ductive argument based on definition 



other husband., in nearly every State of this Union, sued 

and obtained damages for the:~ loss of the services of his 

wife, precisely as the master, under the old slave regime, 

would have done, had his slave been thus injured., and 

precisely as he himself would have done had it been his 

ox, cow, or horse instead of bis wife. There is an old 

saying that "a rose by any other name would smell as 

sweet," and I submit if the deprivation by law of the 

ownership of one's own person, wages, property, children, 

the denial of the right as an individual, to sue and be 

sued, and to testify in the courts, is not a condition of 

seiVitude most bitter and absolute, though under the 

sacred name of marriage? 

Does any lawyer doubt my statement of the legal 

status of married women? I \rill remind him of the fact 

that the old common law of England prevails in every 

State·in this Union, except \\rhere the Legislature has 

enacted special laws annulling it And I am ashamed that 

not one State has yet blotted. from its statute books the 

old common law of marriag~~, by which Blackstone, 

summed up in the fewest words possible, is made to say: 

"Husband and wife are one, and that one is the husband." 

Thus may all married women, wives, and widows, 

by the laws of the several States, be technically included 

in the XV. Amendment's sp4ecification of "condition of 

servitude," present or previous. And not only married 

women, but I will also provt:~ to you that by all the great 

fundamental principles of our free government, the entire 

womanhood of the nation is in a "condition of servitude" 

as surely as were our revolutionary fathers, when they 

rebelled against old King George. Women are taxed 

without representation, govc:~med without their consent, 

tried, convicted, and punished without a jucy of their 

peers. And is all this tyranny any less humiliating and 

degrading to women under our democratic-republican 

government today than it was to men under their 

aristocratic, monarchical government one hundred years 
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with the generalization that women's 
legal position is the same as the 
slave's had been. 

Logos This maxim drew upon the 
audience's knowledge of universal 
truth about life, easily gaining their 
agreement 

Pathos Defining marriage in these 
terms would generate in women emu
lation for the rights and freedoms 
enjoyed by men because men, " ... per
sons like us .•• possess such goods as 
befit men that are held in honor ... " 
that we desire but do not possess.34 

Pathos Anthony sought to stimulate 
shame in her audience by pointing 
out that toleration here amounted to 
an "evil .•• that tends to our discre
dit .. (and) bring disgrace to ourselves 
or those we care for. "35 

Logos This inductive argument was 
based on analogy. The primacy power 
of this analogy lies in the nawre and 
character of the audience already 
stimulated to patriotic zeaL Further, 
the analogy is effective because the 
similarities concerned are pertinent, 
significant aspects and no pertinent 
dissimilarities are ignored. Also, 
Anthony facilitated an unfamiliar 
idea--the servitude of woman--with 
something familiar, the revolutionary 
fathers under aristocratic, monarchi
cal government 



ago? There is not an utterance of old John Adams, John 

Hancock, or Patrick Heney, but finds a living response in 

the soul of every intelligent, patriotic woman of the 

nation. Bring to me a common-sense woman property 

holder, and I will show you one whose soul is fired with 
all the indignation of 1776, every time the tax-gatherer 

presents himself at her door. You will not find one such 

but feels her condition of servitude as galling as did 

James Otis when he said: 

T lJe ve.ryr act of taxing erercised over t.!Jose w!Jo are 
not represented appean to me to be dep.tiviog 
them of one of t.!Jeir most essential rig/.J~ and if 
cootinue4 seems to be in effect an entire 
disfia.ociJisement of eveiY ciwl Iig/Jt For;· w!Jat one 
civ.~l ngot is wort!J a .ruslt after a mans property is 
subject to be ta.ke.n iivm JU.m at pleasu.n:: wit!Jout 
iJis consent? If a mao is not lJis own assessor in 
peno~ or by deputy; ./Jis liberty is gone; or .IJe is 
w.IJolly at the mercy of ot/Je.rs. 

What was the three-penny tax on tea, or the paltry 

tax on paper and sugar to which our revolutionary fathers 

were subjected, when compared with the taxation of the 

women of this Republic? The orphaned Pixley sisters, six 

dollars a day; and even the women who are proclaiming 

the tyranny of taxation without representation, from city 

to city throughout the country, are often compelled to pay 

a tax for the poor privilege of protesting against the 

outrage. And again, to show that disfranchisement was 
precisely the slavery of which the fathers complained, 

allow. me to cite to you old Ben. Fran.klin, who in those 

olden times was admitted to be good authority, not merely 

in domestic economy, but in political as well: 

Evel]' mao of t!Je commooa/1)'; ercept iof;m~ 
iosaoe pe.tYOos and cnminals, is, of com.mo.JJ rig/11 
iiDd t!Jc law of 0~ a iir:t:man ;md enbtlcd to tile 
free enjoyment of liheny. T!Jat liherty or freedom 
consist io iJaviog ao actual sban! in t!Je appoint
ment of t!Jose wiJo are to bame t!Je Jaws, and w!Jo 
are to be tile guardi.:tos of eve;y mans li~ 
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Pathos This discourse stimulated 
emulation. Aristotle characterized 
emulation as " ... a good emotion, and 
characteristic of good men ... " so it 
indirectly increased Anthony's ethos. 

Logos Anthony presented Otis as a 
witness, applying the esteem in which 
be was held to her cause. Her 
reasoning is: 

Taxation without representation 
abrogates liberty 

Women are taxed without represen
tation 

Women are without liberty 

Logos Arguing from degree 
Anthony says the evil is greater 
because of the pitiable condition of 
women and the exorbitant payment 
required. She substantiated her argu
ment with two historical examples. 

Losos Anthony's argument presen
ted Franklin as a respected authority. 



property; illld peace. For tiJe all of one mao is as 
dear to Jnm as t!Je all of aoot/Jer; aod tlJe poor 
mao nas 3D equal rig/Jt, but more need to nave 
representatives ill tlJe Legisla11JJ'Y1 tltao tile nco 
one.. T.lJat tiJey woo nave DO VOICe or vote in tlte 
elechog of representatives do not enfo.r liberty; but 
are absolutely eos/aved to /bose woo iJave votes 
~md ti.Jeir representative9/ for to be enslaved is to 
nave goveroon wiJom otber men oave set over us, 
;md to be subject to laws made by tlJeir representa
tives of ot!Je.T:s:, mt!Jout .baving .bad representahves 
o.lour own to give consent in our be/JaiL 

Suppose I read it with the feminine gender: 

T!Jat J:vomen w.bo .bave no voice nor vote in tbe 
electing ofrepresenblhv~ do not enjq_v liberty; 
but are absolutely enslaved to men w.IJo Jrave votes 
aod tiJeir repn:seoblh·v~· for to be enslaved is to 
nave govemon wilo.m men iJave set over us, and to 
be subject to tlle Jaws made ~v t!Je rep.reseoblb·ves 
of me~ Jvit!Jout .IJawog represenlahves of our own 
to give consent in our he.IJal.l 

And yet one more authority; that of Thomas Paine, 

than whom not one of the Revolutionary patriots more 

ably vindicated the principles upon which our government 

is founded: 

JJJe ngot of voting for representabves is t!Je 
p.ri.m;ny ngnt to wluco otiJer n'g./Jts are protected. 
To lake a~r t/Us .rig/it is to reduce mao to a state 
of slave.ry; for slavery consists .10 being subfect to 
tlte Jn/1 of mot!Je.r; aod oe t.IJat .IJas not a vote in 
tlJe election of representatives is in t!Jis case. TOe 
proposaL t!Jerefoh!, to disiGJOcluse ao}r class of 
mea 1s as cnininal as t!Je proposal to ta.ke away 
property: 

Is anything further needed to prove woman's 

condition of servitude sufficiently orthodox to entitle her 

to the guarantees of the XV. Amendment? Is there a man 

who will not agree with me, that to talk of freedom 

without the ballot, is mockery--is slavery--to the women of 

this Republic. precisely as New England's orator, Wendell 

Phillips, at the close of the late war, declared it to be to 
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Logos Anthony created the analogy 
to increase her audience's under
standing. 

Losos Anthony sought to establish 
identification through the use of 
patriotic symbols. Then the course of 
action she recommended as was 
Paine's would be perceived appro
priate and consistent with democratic 
values. 

Ethos Anthony demonstrated com
mon sense, consistent integrity, and 
good will through clear, lively dis
course. 



'the newly emancipated black men? I admit that prior to 

the rebellion, by common consent, the right to enslave, as 

well as to disfranchise both native and foreign born 

citizens, was conceded to the States. But the one grand 

principle, settled by the war and the reconstruction 

legislation, is the supremacy of National power to protect 

the citizens of the United States in their right to freedom 

and the elective franchise, against any and every 

interference on the part of the several States. And again 

and again, have the American people asserted the triumph 

of this principle, by their oveiWhelming majorities for 

Lincoln and Grant The one issue of the last two 

Presidential elections was, whether the XIV. and XV. 
Amendments should be considered the irrevocable will of 

, the people; and the decision was .. they shall be--and that it 

is not only the right, but the duty of the National 

government to protect all United States citizens in the 

full enjoyment and free exercise of all their privileges and 

immunities against any attempt of any State to deny or 

abridge~ And in this conclusion Republicans and 

Democrats alike agree. 

Seoator FRELINGHUYSEN said--T!Je lieresy of 
State r.iglt/s .IJas been completely buried in tiJese 
30leodmeots. t.IJat as aJ!leoded. t.IJe Coosbtub'oo 
coofen not ooly National but State citizeosiJip 
upon tt1.11 pe.!SODS bom or oalllra.lized witiJio ou 
hmits · 

TlJe CALL for t!Je NA770NAL REPUBLICAN 
Co.oveoboo said--Equal sllffrage iJas heeo 
engrabed on t.IJe National C.onstihlbon; t.!Je 
pnYileges 3Ild im.mUDities of American citizeosilip 
!Jave become a part of t!Je organic Jaw. 

T!Je NA170NAL REPUBLICAN Plado.rm 
said-..CO.mplete liberty aod euct equality in t!Je 
enfoJI111ent of all "·ir.i~ politic.a/, aod public ngo~ 
slJou/d be establis.IJed /JOd maintained tlJ.roug:/Jout 
tiJe lln.too b_.v eillcieot aod appropnate St1te ;md 
Federa.llegislahoo. 

If these assertions mean anything, it is that 
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Logos Anthony presented another 
historical ~mple to addre~s her 
strong state's rights opponents. 

Ethos Admitting that enslavement 
and disfranchisement had been a 
state right, Anthony does not con
demn it as wrong unless states violate 
the "common consent" made evident 
by the passage of the amendments. 

Logos Anthony used an enthymeme 
to accuse states of injustice if they 
sought to keep woman disfranchised. 

Logos Historical examples are used 
as witnesses. 

Logos The inductive argument con-



Congress should pass a law compelling the States to 

protect women in their equal political rights, and that the 

States should enact laws making it the duty of inspectors 

of election to receive women's votes on precisely the same 

conditions they do those of men. 

Judge Stanley Matthews--a substantial Ohio 

Democrat--in his preliminary speech at the Cincinnati 

Convention., said most emphatically: 

Tile Conshmhona./ Amendments ilave establislted 
t.IJe poiihCal equality of all citizens before tile Jaw. 

President Grant, in his message to Congress March 

30, 1870, on the adoption of the XV. Amendment said: 

A measure wluc.IJ ma.Kes at once four millions of 
people voten; is indeed a measure of greater 
importance t!Jao ~v act of t!Je Kind livm tiJe 
fouodabon of t!Je Government to the present bine. 

How could the four million negroes be made 

voters if the two million women were not included? 

The California State Republican Convention said: 

Among tile many pnctica/ and su/JslaJJbaJ 
trillDJp.IJs of tiJe principles ac.IJieved b.,v tiJe 
Repu!Jiic:.m party during tiJe past twelve .r~ we 
m~v enliOlente witiJ pnae and pleasure; t.!Je 
proluoiling of ao.,v State from ablidg.iog t.IJe 
pn'vileges of ao._v citizen of t!Je Republic, t!Je 
dec/anog tile ci'V.Il aod political equality of eve.JY 
citiz~. and t!Je establis.IJing of ill/ tiJese pri.ocip/es 
io tiJe Federal Coosbh.ttion b_.v amendmeols 
t.!Jeretq as t/Je pennaoent Jaw. 

Benjamin F. Butler, in a recent letter to me said: 

I do not believe anybody in Congress doubts t.IJat 
tiJe Constitution aut/Jorizes t.!Je ngot of women to 
rott; precise.(r as it aut!Jo.r.izes trial by jmy 30d 
many ot!Jer li.ke rig/lis guanmteed to citizens.. And 
again, It is not Jaws we want; t!Jere are plenty of 
laws--good eooug4 too. Admioirhative ability to 
enforce law is t.IJe great want of tile ag~ in t.!Jis 
co/Ultty especial.!,v. Er-"e;ylxxf.r 13JJ:s ol'~/a~ law. -If 
eve.nthodv would insist on t!Je enforcement of /aJJ~ 

~ # . 
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eludes that laws are needed only to 
receive women's votes. 

Logos An example/argument from 
the law. 

Logos An example/argument from 
degree. 

Logos An example/argument from 
precedent. 

Ethos By associating with honorable 
people, she presents herself as a 
person of high moral character. 



t!Je government would stand oo a U./21Jer hasi4 
t10d questions would settle t!Jemselves. 

And it is upon this just interpretation of the 

·united States Constitution that our National Woman 

Suffrage Association, which celebrates the twenty-fifth 

anniversary of the woman's rights movement, in New 

York on the 6th of May next, has based all its arguments 

and action the past three years. We no longer petition 

Legislature or Congress to give us the right to vote. We 

appeal to the women everywhere to exercise their too 

long neglected "citizen's right to vote." We appeal to the 

inspectors of election everywhere to receive the votes of 

all United States citizens, as it is their duty to do. We 

appeal to United States commissioners and marshals to 

arrest the inspectors who reject the names and votes of 

United States citize~ as it is their duty to do, and leave 

those alone who, like our eighth ward inspectors, 

perform their duties faithfully and well. We ask the 

juries to fail to return verdicts of "guilty" against honest, 

law-abiding, tax-paying United States citizens for 

offering their votes at our elections; or against 

intelligent, worthy young men, inspectors of election, for 

receiving and counting such citizens' votes. We ask the 

judges to render true and unprejudiced opinions of the 

law, and wherever there is room for a doubt to give its 

benefit on the side of liberty and quality to women, 

remembering that 

17Je tnte rule of ioterpretatioo IUJder our 
iValiooai Coostitubo4 especi;dly since its 
Ameodmen~ is t!Jat ~Pllu:Og for ltumao ngnts is 
coostitutiooa.4 eve.ryt/Jiog against .IJIJOlao ngots is 
U.l1CO.I1Sbtutiooa./. 

And it is on this line that we propose to fight our 

battle for the ballot--peaceably, but nevertheless 

persistently to complete triumph, when all United States 

citizens shall be recognized as equals before the law. 
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Pa.tbos Anthony attempted to 
arc>use emulation in the women, 
excited "by those goods which bring 
enJjoyment to one's neighbors ... "36-

·tbe right to vote. 

Losos This causal argument is pre
sented for herself and the inspectors 
arrested for receiving her vote. It is 
based on genus: wbat is found for 
the inspectors will be found for her. 

Losos Argument from opposites. 

JB.tbos She displays virtuous charac
ter traits the audience would admire. 



CHAPTER SIX 

SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS 
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Susan B. Anthony;s labor to obtain woman's suffrage began in 1849 when she was 28 

years old and continued unabated for 57 years, until her death in 1906. A practical woman, 

not eloquent but skilled in argument she never disappointed an audience that was occupied 

with this issue. 

Beginning March 11, 1873, Susan B~ Anthony delivered a speech in each of 29 post 

office districts of Monroe and 21 of Ontario, canvassing those counties prior to her trial in 

June, 1873. Her audience, large and attentive, composed of farmers, storekeepers, lawyers 

and housewives, rich and poor~ a cross section of America, became thoroughly aroused and 

were moved to endorse resolution condemning injustice shown to women. 

This speaking circuit--she spoke twenty-one nights in succession--was commenced 

because Miss Anthony perceived the newspapers were ''Violently against her.:, The Rochester 

Cnion and Advertiser called her a ~~eorruptionist..who was engaged in a work that..is 

nothing more nor less than an attempt to corrupt the source of that justice under law which 

flows from trial by jury."1 There were, however, many favorable newspaper accounts of Miss 

Anthony's courage, ability and the justice of her cause. 2 She was a popular, nationally known 

speaker. When the District-Attorney threatened to pursue a change of venue because she 

would prejudice the jucy, she, expert in repartee, asked him if reading and explaining the 

Constitution of the United States was prejudicing a jucy.3 

In this speech, as was her custom, she stated her purpose with clarity and brevity. Her 

grasp of constitutional rights is clear. and strong and she was able to translate these difficult 

concepts into terms with which her audience could understand and agree. 

Throughout her speech, Anthony pleads, not for herself as an individual whose 

freedom was at risk, but for women as a class whose rights as citizens of the United States 

were being denied. This persona as an informed citizen who is willing to sacrifice personal 

comfort and freedom sexved to unite her with past patriots and founding fathers in a 

dramatic and appealing way. As such she could no longer be viewed as a non-conforming 

lawbreaker, but as one seeking to confirm the rights guaranteed by a bloody revolution 

barely a hundred years earlier. She identified with those who sat in the audience. willing to 

fight to see the Constitution of the United States upheld. 

Furthermore, this persona of Susan B. Anthony as representative citizen was 

consciously held and carefully guarded. It !c"4.1ched both her public and private lives. First, in 

an age when an evening's entertainment was listening to a group of speakers. Anthony was 
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well known across the nation as a woman suffragist She was as comfortable contending with 

abusive opponents as strengthening the sympathetic supporters. Newspapers regularly 

reviewed her addresses, noting her seemingly inexhaustible knowledge of her subject One 

said, 

TIJere are not .!Jaif of our public men woo are nearly so well posted io tiJe political 
affain of our coii./Jhy as siJe, or wiJo. blowing tiJem can .tiame tiJem as solid(v i.o 
argl1Dlent.4 

Secondly, she considered that her manner of dress would impact on her audience and 

affect the universal image of respectability of women. Her dress was stylish, conseiVative and 

contemporary. This is notable since many of her opponents liked to picture her as a 

mannish, frustrated old maid. Clothing had been a heated issue in 1852 with the introduction 

of the Bloomer costume, and woman's right to dress as she pleased threatened to overshadow 

the more important issue of woman's suffrage. Anthony said. after deserting the Bloomer 

costume, that she had leaxned that only one reform at a time could be considered by an 

audience and that dress, in this instance, "fixed the attention of the audience on my clothes 

instead of my words."5 

Third, she cement~~d her credibility through financial responsibility. It was no secret 

that when her newspaper, T.!Je Rewluboll, failed, she was left with a $10,000 debt which she 

was personally paying off with money she earned from speaking engagements. Assuming this 

publishing debt when she could have declared bankruptcy increased her credibility and was a 

good example of woman's financial independence. 6 

By becoming a representative citizen, Anthony firmly identified herself with the 

beliefs and values of her audience~ When she said, You and I and all true patriotic 

citizens.u" she strengthened her attachment with the audience by uniting their position 

relative to "'our opponents." From this position, she could arouse her audience's emotions 

and direct their outrage toward those who would deny a citizen the rights guaranteed by the 

Constitution. 

The public platform was the most popular medium of entertainment and education of 

the time. Speakers of outstanding ability or renown were well attended. By the 1870s 

Anthony was such a popular speaker that many had to be turned away because of lack of 

space. Most of these spe~eches were delivered at night, often to an unpredictable audience. 7 

Nevertheless, Anthony ·was able to elicit strong emotions of national pride, humiliation and 

outrage from both men and women that the Constitution be upheld along with the rights that 

it protectecl Priot to her trial, at the May Anniversary in New York, she asserted that the 

trial really questions every man's right to share in the government, 
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... i't is not Sus.;m B. AoliJo.n..v or tiJe women of tile republic w.IJo alone are on tn:a.J 
too'~~ but it is t/Je goverome.ot oft.IJe United States. 3.0d tl.tat 3S tl!e decision is 
re.odered for or against tlle political rig/Jts ol.citi.zeosiJip. so will tile men of Amen'ca 
find tiJemselves bee or enslaved. 8 

First, Anthony works to generate a sense of national pride and it permeates the entire 

speech. She nurtures this with quotes from the Declaration of Independence, the United 

States Constitution, its Amendments~ the Constitution of the State of New York, James 

Madison, Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Paine, and a multitude of lawmakers and founding 

fathers. She makes an equation: freedom equals participation in government; to deny this 

participation is to negate our whole system of government and the blood that was spilled to 

establish it 

Once feelings of national pride have been generated, she reveals that the enemy of 

our freedom is still at work in our land. She portrays the "aristocratic, monarchical, purely 

partisan'' judge and congressman who believes in the idea of the right of one class to govern 

another as the enemy who seeks the abrogation of Constitutional rightse They were the ones 

who earlier fought to keep the blacks from enfranchisement and now would deny women the 

same right 

The third emotion Anthony seeks to develop is a sense of degradation over the 

present state of the American woman. She likens it to that of an inhabitant of a monarchical 

government: she is "subject, helpless, powerless, bound to obey laws made by political 

superiors ... degraded from--the status of a citizen of the republic to that of a powerless 

subject..serf or slave." To a person in this condition, it matters very little whether his 

monarch be an individual tyrant, as is the Czar of Russi~ or a 15,000.000 headed monster, 

as here in the United States." 

Once the audience has witnessed the political degradation of the American woman" 

Anthony leads them to feel the humiliation inherent in that state: she can be taxed without 

representation, governed without consent, tried, convicted and punished (even hung) without 

a jury of her peers. She has no money but what her husband gives her (her earnings and 

inheritances belong to her husband), her children belonged to her husband and she had no 

recourse under the law for injury to her person, property or reputation. She used illust

rations that would strike close to the experiences of her audience: the farmer's wife who had 

received a set of defective false teeth and couldn't testify in court about them~ the 

·Massachusetts wife who was injured on a broken sidewalk and is perceived no differently 

before the law than if her husband's cow, not his wife, had been injured. 

She attempted to draw on many motive appeals--from their love of country, family 
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and even money--to move them to action to find her not guilty of illegal voting and to work 

to remove woman's restrictions to full citizenship under the Constitution. Added to thi~ was 

the weight of Anthony's personal word as a respectable .. financially responsible, knowledge

able citizen with a right to speak. Facts and statistics she laid one upon another in her 

speec~ in a reasonable and logical manner. persuading her audience she had a right to the 

vote and so did every woman in America. 

This speech provides examples of that factor that made Susan B. Anthony an effective 

speaker--she made extensive use of logical argument The organization of this speech is 

causal and also chronological, since she begins with the Declar•ltion of Independence 

(acknowledging the original giving of rights by God) and closes with the Fifteenth 

Amendment to the Constitution. She discusses the rights of a citizen as described and 

protected in the Declaration of Independence, United States C~nstitution and New York 

State Constitution. She demonstrates how the denial of this right to female American 

citizens has abridged her freedom and made her no more than a slave. The argument has 

four basic points. 

First the founding documents do not give rights to citizens, they pledge to protect the 

people in the exercise of their God-given rights. Consequently, the people have an 

inalienable right to the ballot if the government is to derive its "just powers from the consent 

of the governed." 

The denial of this right to women would result in the same shameful conditions

-taxation without representation and subjection to a ruling class--that provoked the founding 

fathers to frame the Declaration of Independence. 

Secondly, arguing from analogy, she attacks the idea that the masculine language in 

the Constitution gave the right to vote to men only. She argues that "'We, the people," 

necessarily included women in order to produce a harmonious union. It was not "we the 

while male citizen.~~ The United States and New York State Constitution so carefully 

guarded the citizen's right to vote that exclusions were specific:ally mentioned: Women fall 

into neither category. 

State constitutions have the power to prescribe times, places and manner of holding 

elections and have no permission to discriminate against the right of any class of citizens to 

vote. To regulate, she argues~ can not be to annihilate; to qualify can not be wholly to 

deprive. Further, the audience would find it inconceivable that opponents could negate the 

personhood of women .. "The only question left to be settled now is: Are women persons? I 

scarcely believe any of our opponents will have the hardihood to say they are not" The 
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rational, just person would have to agree that with personhood came citizenship and with 

citizenship came the right to vote. To make a qualification based on sex is a '"violation of the 

supreme law of the land." Those who insist that the masculine pronouns in constitutions and 

laws is proof that only men were meant to be included in those provisions impale themselves 

on the horns of a dilemma: the necessacy exemption of women from taxation and penalty for 

violation of law, since those are also written in masculine language. 

Thirdly, using syllogistic reasoning, she argues that since in the normal administration 

of government, women are reckoned as citizens, equally with men., then they had a right to 

the elective franchise. ''In order to be a citizen one must be a voter." The protection of this 

right is clearly seen in the example of the emancipated Negro and the naturalized 

citizen--with recognition of citizenship came the right to vote. The purpose of the Fourteenth 

Amendment, Anthony argues, is clearly to give the right to vote. The black man "possessed 

everything else before." Following a logical line, the federal government prohibited the 

states from denying the black man the right to vote, and this is extended to include any 

citizen, "for the amendment does not say that all male persons of African descent, but that 

all persons are citizens." And if citizens, according to the Fifteenth Amendment, then voters: 

"'The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the 

United States, or by any State on account of race, color or .previous condition of setvitudee" 

To allow this abridgment would open the door to "petty tricks and cunning devices" of those 

seeking to exclude some class of citizens from suffrage. 

Miss Anthony's fourth and last argument is the one most likely to incite reform and 

emotional upheaval. Using inflammatory language, she argues from analogy that women, like 
the black man~ are included in the Fifteenth Amendment's suffrage guarantee by virtue of 

their ·•previous condition of setvitude." 

By 1873 some advances had been made to protect women's rights in education, 

inheritance~ and the custody of her children.9 However. as Anthony points out no State had 

yet given women the right to "equal ownership of the joint earning of the marriage 

copartnership," or the right to sue or be sued for slander; many states still did not recognize 

the mother's right to joint guardianship with the father of the children.lO In many states she 

could not sue for personal injury and could not be a witness in matters of joint interest 

between herself and her husband. To this she said: 

I submit t!Je qoestio~. if t!Je depn"vation b,v Jaw. .. is not a condition ofservitude most 
bitter and absolute, er-reo tiJoug/Jt uoder t/Je sacred name of maniage? 

She offers the disturbing illustration of a husband's right to beat his wife, keep her 

earnings and apprentice her children to brothels and rumsellers. These examples of the 
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actual servitude of women could not be denied and proved the woman~s condition of 

servitude, entitling her to the guarantees of the Fifteenth Amendment 

The last and most important idea of the address is the argument that there was no 

need to petition Congress to give women the right to vote--they already had it All that was 

needed was for the governments (federal and state) to enact laws that would enable 

inspectors of election to receive the votes of all United States citizens, including women. She 

pleads with women to exercise their right to vote, with election inspectors to receive their 

votes and with juries to refuse to return guilty verdicts against honest, law abiding, tax paying 

United States citizens for offering their votes. 

It has been said of Miss Anthony that no male lawyer would argue with her on this 

issue, so well acquainted was she with the legal aspects.ll She appealed to her audience's 

sense of duty, and because of her argumentative speaking style--demanding rather than 

persuading--she was nicknames "'Battle Ax,"12 She generally developed a good rapport with 

her audience, identifying them with the "common work" that needed to be done to prevent 

the unhappy events sure to follow if women were to be denied the vote. 

Miss Anthony had two reasons for addressing the citizens of Ontario and Monroe 

counties: first to present woman's Constitutional right to vote and secondly to ask jurors to 

find a woman voter "Not guilty" of any crime. Was she successful in persuading a jury to 

find her not guilty? Unfortunately, we can not know. At the close of h~r trial, the presiding 

judge, Ward Hunt, instructed the jury to find Miss Anthony guilty, and refused to allow a 

poll of the jury.I3 Several protesting jurors, after being discharged, said that they had 

'"intended to vote in favor of the defendant"14 This gross violation of her legal rights 

astonished the nation and magnified woman's inequity under the law. As a result of the 

subsequent appeals, the issue was clarified: Since the constitution does not confer suffrage 

on anyone, a constitutional amendment would be required to provide for woman's suffrage.15 

To this task Susan B. Anthony applied her considerable energy and talent She continued to 

argue the issue publicly before Congressional hearings and privately before Presidents.16 

Fourteen years after her death the Nineteenth Amendment was passed. Its passage was due 

in no sm.all part to the dedicated, clear, and strong rhetoric of Susan B. Anthony. 
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